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O
S E G R E T .

British Consulate-General,
Jerusalem.

February &th. 1949.

Sir,

I received by the last bag a copy of Sir John
Troutbeck's secret despatch No. 2 of January 24th, in para-
graph 13 of which my comments were invited. I am including
these with some reflections of my own in this present '
despatch.

2< It would seem that while we and the United
States are agreed on the necessity, of resisting the spread
of communist influence and infiltration into the.Middle /
East, there i;; a fundamental difference in conceptions as
to how tMa can and should be done. There is danger that
these differences in method may conflict so seriously that
co-operation between, us and the United States may become
impossible and our common object of halting the progress
of O'-rrnmism will not be achieved.

3- . I suggest that we have too .readily assumed that
recent official American backing of the'Zionist case has
been principally clue to anxiety to secure Jewish votes, and
partly -:-.Q general inexperience and ineptitude in dealing wit!
Kiddie East problems.' Nor is the American attitude based,
as Sir John Troutbeck suggests, largely on wishful thinking.
There is serious purpose and policy-behind it. America
genuinely believes that a Jewish State in the Middle East
is likely to prove a stronger bulwark against Communism
than can b*= formed out of the Arab States, and it is worth
while to consider in some detail the grounds on which this
opinion is oasedk

**•• The positive arguments in favour of the American
attitude appear to bet -

(a}., .The Jews are: a Western-looking rather than an
Eastern-looking people, and their'whole economy
depends on the flow of capital from the West, and
on technical progress and development on Western

- lilies. America does not believe that the Jewish
SL-ite will go Communist-, but that the trend is thu

•other way. Here.it may be noted that, in the rec-
*irc -lections, MAPA/\jf$ which is-a party deeply
rooted in the Yishuv, and looking to the Soviet Uni«.n
for support, only received about 15>o of the Votes
as compared with the 25$ which the parties now ,
united in MAPAK got in,the '1945 elections to the
World Zionist Congress;

('.;) America has herself been amazingly successful in
assimilating gr'eat numbers cf immigrants, larguly
from 1C'-stern Europe, turning thum within a generat-
ion into loyal and efficient Americans. She is
confident that the large leaven of Westernised
-Jews already in Palestine can leaven the whole lu. .p.

His Maiosty'o Principal
Secret- ry of State for Foreign Affairs,

Foreign Office,
, London.
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(c), America is not perturbed by tho fact that large
numbers of Jewish emigrants into Palestine are now
coning fron Eastern communist countries. Since
the Jews are the only race that are being allowed •
to emigrate fron Communist-controlled countries,
it is at least possible that they are being all-
owed to >:>o because the Soviet finds then too diff-
icult to "assimilate, and the usual Methods of
liquidation are, for the tine being, inappropriate.
Sono support for this view is given by the fact
that, as far as can be ascertained here, the vast
majority of the Jewish immigrants from Eastern
Europe belong to the Middle classes, whose exist-
ence has been made particularly difficult by the
Gonr.iunists. In the recent elections for the
Constituent Assembly, the way they would vote was
the nain unknown factor, and an analysis of the
votes cast now nakes it clear that they supported
neither the Communists nor MAP AM.

5. : . America mot only has faith in her own pro-Jewish
policy, but looks, with distrust on our efforts to consolid-
ate an Aifcnb feloc in the Middle East as a barrier to the advan
of Cor.inunisr.it The arguments are;:-

(fi)^ The present war has shewn that, even under the
sharpest stimulus, the Arab States will not effect-
ively co-operate with one another. This point does
not need much elaboration. The strong individual!^
of the Arabs, which has seemed to us a safeguard
against Communism, also operates to prevent union
amongst themselves. Tho Arab League is rent by .
jarring jealousies; no individual state takes ser-
iously any resolution of the League with which it
disagrees ; the various Arab arnies have refused to
co-operate in spite of resolutions enjoining unity
of connand. It' is not too nuch to say that any
Arab country has received with a cert; in mild satis
faction the reverses experienced by any other.

-Under the present autocratic or oligarchic
ments in power in th-;; Arab States, it
to push on their econonic developnent
lines t But without such developnent,

(b)i govern-
is impossible
on modern
even if they

renain well-disposed to the Western bloc, their
value as allies is nuch impaired; Here distance
separating hostile groups is be coning, with the
development of air and mechanical transport, a fact-
or of less and less importance in warfare, \vhat is
inportant is the common determination of a people
and its government.

(c)i The poverty to which the bulk of the population arc
Condemned by the general outlook of their rulers,
and the lack of opportunity for the middle classes
and intelligensia, combine to make a fertile field
for the spread of Communism, The "pathetic content-
ment" of the masses in Eastern countries which so
moved tho late; hr. E. S. "Montague, has now been re-
placed by a smouldering resentment of their lot ia
life, and agrarian discontent and an unemployed
educated class create '\ situation which is full 'of
potential danger. The progress of Communism arn,n,v
a population to which the present system of govern-
ment' in Arab countries denies the. hope of betters
may be extremely rapid. • The danger may to some ex-
tent be guaged by the fact that in the recent el<,ot
ions in Palestine for the Constituent Assembly, UK.

/Pago 3 C
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(d).,

« ,:

Communists secured an absolute Majority of 50-, <-><''
in the.purely Arab district of Nazareth. Throughout
Israel, the Communists polled rnly about 3-5$ of the '
total vote, and of this nearly one half came fron
the. Arab electors who formed less than lOJfo of the
electorate. Sone 23.2̂  of the total Arab vote is
said to have been Communist. These arc significant
figures, especially when we consider the possibility
(which Nazareth has already illustrated) that, if-tin/.
Jews continue to bo on bad terns with their Arab
neighbours, they nay easily see their own advantage
in permitting Israel to become the seed-boti for•Arab
Conr-unisr throughout the Middle East.
The United Kingdom has, and will probably continue to
have, a socialist Governriont. IB it likely thu<t thu.
average socialist Kember of Parlianent will continue
to support a policy in the I-iddle East which, as hu
sees it,;continues to bolster up despotic or narrow
oligarchic governments which supress popular move--
nents in'"their own countries? No doubt our object ii..,
not the., support of absolutism, but the -encouragement
'of development schenes for the benefit of the whole
population. But such schemes are likely to be thwart-
ed by the selfishness and inconpeterice of tue rulers
They will not, willingly accept outaido control or ̂ v^

11 guidance^ and without this,financial as.ci6u::̂ e giv.-;,;
to then is botuid to be nisappj led.

The Aner'icans hav therefore, solid >rgunurrcs6.
for their view that there • is a greater_ danger of Connu-.:?sm
making headway in the Arab States thoii" in Israel. It is noL
n view that I entirely accept, and I have only attempted tc
marshal the arguments. But what is important for'both the
Unitod States and the United Kingdom is to work out a concert-
e<-> policy to ensure that neither the Jewish nor the Arab bt-tt^j
go connunistic. V/e shall'need, in.the case of hostilities
with the Soviet countries, to be assured of the goodwill oT
both. ^re have to break down the Anorican conviction that th<.,
development of the .Arab States is hopeless, and to associate-
then with us in plans 'for the development of their resources
on modern linesj At the.same time We must make it clear th"t
we are not hostile to the creation of a strong and viable
Jewish State. This ru.aiis, in the first instance, our mutual
devotion to the task of promoting neighbourly relations butw-; ui
Israel rnd the contiguous Arab Spates. I an less pessimistic
than Sir John Troutb.eck as to the possibilities of this bein-,
dnno within '.v very 'short period of years, Already in India,
and in spite of the open war in Kashmir, the bitterness between
Hindu and Moslem is much less1 than it was two' years ago, an;.t
both in India and in Pakistan they are finding it possible''to
live side by side in poac'e:-ancl quietness. It is doubtful
whether the division between Jew and Arab goes as''deep as th,,.t
between Hindu and hoslem: 'there' is far less blood spilt
between them, and they are not HO antithetic in religion, It
is an enc' uraging sign that the Jews have throughout expressed
themselves as-ready, in principle at least, to give ccnpen-
sation for'Arab property which they retain, for; as
Machiavelli' h-ns'' truly pointed out that 1Ta man sooner forgivo'Ui
tho death of his father than the loss of his patrimony,,"'
7. A further point about which Sir John Troutbeck
expresses apprehension is the expansionist ambitions ;;f the
Jewish State. There is no doubt that these are ,-•. very serj.oi,-
d-'nger. At one of the meetings of the Commonwealth represent- .
r;tives during the recent U.N.O. session in Paris, Sir Zafri.'jLI :.
Khan, who is perhaps the ablest i-iuslim statesman alive today.
gave n most impressive exposition of this danger. He held that
whatever boundaries were fixed for Israel today, the solution
could not be permanent, and that for many years to cone. t> .

. /Page 4 . . - . . . . ,
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would be constant Jewish pressure for wider and wider limits.
It is well-known, that inportant organised sections of Jewish
political opinion regard expansion beyond the present liuits
not_as a future ideal but as a natter for immediate demand,
It is clear, to< , that America,, in its distrust of efficiency
:.f Arab co-operation, will be inclined to sympathize with and
support this demand, Mr. Lovett ( see telugr-n 247 from W,,sh'-
in,-ton to Foreign Office) gees so fur as to say that our policy
'•f "containing" the Israelis even at the risk of permanently
estranging then, is unrealistic, and that the Americans are not
prepared to support^it.

"• This stateuent of Mr. Lovett seens to beg the
question whether the policy of containing the Isr-ielis, by whic1

presumably is meant the fixation of definitive boundaries betw\.
Israel and the Arab States as a result of the present negotiate
ions, is likely to no«n perna.hent estrangement of the Jews*
There scorns reasonable ground for believing that the present
dcnin-nt party in Israel do not want to extend the territory
which they h"ve -it .present ocdupied. The more responsible
Jews are talking in terns of r, million or a nillion and a half
innigrnnts spread over a period of ten years;' it is'not an
impossible fi/rure for their present territory to absorb> and
it is also possible that the stream of emigrants will dry up
before that figure is reached.

9« The reply to Jewish expansionist claims is ur^b
irredentiGn, und each encourages .the other. It.would seen
absolutely necessary th-^t we nnd the United States should bo
Determined, and should express our1 determination, to resist
both. So far as wo are concerned, it should be made quite clear
that the Anglo-Translordan treaty will be extended to cover the
Arab areas of Palestine. This would prevent a war of aggress-
ion on the part of the Jews, who are well aware that if-"thev
••'.id attack they would be defeated. So far as America is con-
cerned, it is nost necessary that she should abandon the view

to which Ilr, Lovett hns given expression. The most positive dis-
couragement which America c-uld offer to Jewish expansion in
the iTiddlo East would be .the reopening of Jewish immigration
into America, This may not at the moment be a very practicrbi.
sunrestion, but things change, and one disadvantage h, s tc b,
weighed -Against Anotheri » It is understood that the lat« Pr^±-
ident Rcosevoldt was prepared to reopen Jewish immigration int
.ir-erica on a considerable scale as an cutlet for D.Ps in
Europe, but was at that time opposed by the Zionists, who n-L
ized that it wr.uld have been fatal to their propaganda frr
irini.rrrntif.n into Palestinei Once a settlement of the Paleatin
boundaries has been made,.moderate Zionists would take a le^i
intransigent attitude t-Wards any such proposal.

10• Fears are also expressed that, owing to waning
interest in a settled prcblen and to disgust with extravar.aaL
Jewish demands, American financial support to Israel may dry
up, with the result that the Jewifch State will not bo viabl^.
Economic collapse miaiit then lead to a communistic 'putsch' in.
Israel. It seems to me that excessive immigration is a ^reat'.i
u-vnger to the viability of the Jewish State 'than the lack of
out side financial backing,, and would become likely to leau t,<
economic collapse,. The Israeli Government will be quick to
realise this anil to regulate immigration accordingly, prjdLc.ee
it is made quite clear to them that they could not cnly/c*!runt
en american support, but would meet active Anglo-am.oricYm r-.G-;-;-
aneo,in any attempt to extend their boundaries further at the
exnense of Arab States.

11* Lastly, there is perhaps an underlying assumption
in Sir John Troutbeck's despatch that, while we must continue, t. .
support the Arabs, wo can onlv influence the Jews through the
Americans. I am optimistic enough to believe that v/e shall uf.ui

/Page 5
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we haw, roro
Aner leans. Me

influence with the Jews in Tel Aviv than
are still the najor power in the Middle East,

rnrl have far.ri^re experience in dealing with both Arabs and J<_v.--
\/e nay not at the nonent be particularly popular with either,
but both recognize that our policy has, on the wh^le, been con-
sistent, and present Arab resontnent against us is teupereu by •
'-r'winf realisation that they would now be bettor off had they
been rovurnod by our advice. But it is unlikely that the Unit*.
States can be trusted to pursue a consistent policy, uninfluem-
o-d by Ar.':o.rican Jewry on the >
inrs oif the average Anerican
knowlecii-o, ob.lectiveness and
that wo shall obtain greater
than will the Aner i cans, and

-.nvj hand or by the ant i- Jewish £<.,<.!-
on the other. V/ith our greater
diplomatic skill, I ar. c-.nf indent
influence with the Jews in Tel Aviv
that this can take place without

pny abnndonnent ~f -. ur
Qnin/r the Arab States.

primary f support in?; and strenr,th-

12.
Ma ,1
Darascus

I an sendinr
Majesty's Representatives at Uashin>:t«-m, Cair

conies of this despatch to
Bn,<-'

His
Beirut,

New
Jeci'ia and Annan and to the United

and the British Middle East Office.
Delegati' n

I have the hen -u r t: be,
VJith the. highest respect,

Sir, '
Yo-ur i.i' st ./bedient, hurable Servant,
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No.. 22.
(2/229/49).

SECRET AND GUARD.

British Legation,,

BEIRUT.

February l6th

II

Sir.

In his despatch No, 2 (31/38/1G) of January 24th, In
which he commented on Mr, Lovett's views on Anglo-American r
with Israel and the Arab States, Sir John Troutbeck was good
$o invite me among others to express my views on the problems
raised. ^1 have some hesitation in doing so. In the first pteca,
es I em, if I may say so, In entire agreeoent: with Sir John Trq
analysis of the situation in the Middle Best resulting from the
emergence of Israel, and also with.his proposals for meeting it,
my contribution may involve little that has not already been fijujfi,
Secondly, the problems involved go so far beyond my province, the
Lebanon, that it is with diffidence that I Offer any comments.
Nevertheless, I am encouraged to do 34 by the obviously vital
importance of the issues raised and the effect which Anglo-American
polioy will inevitably have on all Middle East countries including
the Lebanon.

2, Mr. Lovstt's statement that the United States Government
**<*>d firmly by the agreed Anglo-American policy for the Middle East
and that our differences are'limited to the application of that
policy to the Negeb is encouraging. !lf this were ia.fact the cose,
there might, in spite of the importance of the Negeb and the
Difficulty of reaching agreement with the American Government
it. be grounds for optimism. It%seems to me, however, judging by.
the general tenor of the Washington telegrams to which Sir
J. Troutbeck referred in his despatch, that the differences may fee
more fundamental and may extend "to the whole question of approach t
Middle East problems. The United States position as regards the
Negeb is that almost the whole area should in principle go to
but that any solution which could be worked out by the patties
concerned would be acceptable to the United States Government,
on the immediate problem of the Palestine .settlement United States
iriewe are deer and definite. On the, subject of the Middle East as
ft wliole, on the other hand, their views appear to be extremely vague.*
Indeed, J would go so far as to suggest that they are based on little
«lse than wishes and hopes or,,at best, speculation. Mr. Lovett
*tate<J that he believed that a settlement (of the Palestine queetio»)
Would have some chance of enduring and would offer the possibility
Of eu early re-establishment of good relations between the parties
concerned, which in turn would provide the best chance of safe-
guarding our common strategic interests.

3» Mr', Lovett explained that American support for the Jewish
elaim to the Negeb was:based 04 oft-repeated declarations that the
United States Government stood by^the Assembly Resolution of
November 1947. It is strange that he should not have referred to
the Beruadotte Plan, which, in exchange for Galilee, gave the Hegeb
to the Arabs a»d which, Mr. Marshall had publicly announced, had the y

Right Honourable Ernest Bevin, M,Pt,
Foreign Office,

LONDON, S,W. 1.

Plr,

/support
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support of the United States Government. As regards the Security
Council Resolutions of November and December, 1948. Mr, Lovett argued
that it was not right to treat them in isolation from the whole picture
pf events since November, 1947• and in particular the Arab invasion
of Palestine. It should'be noted, however, that in .Arab eyes their
action in sending their armed forces into Palestine was less of an
•invasion" than Jewish immigration had been for a quarter 'of a century,
and the Arabs would contend, with considerable justification, the
question should be viewed not merely against the background of one
year but of twenty-five years. The American dismissal off-hand of
British strategic requirements in the ft'egeb is also unconvincing,* As
Sir John Troutbeck points out, there is no guarantee that Israel can
be,orientated towards the West - the best that cai be hoped for judg-
ing by public statements by the Israelite Governirunt would appeor to
be neutrality, supposing such immunity to.be possible. The case
therefore for the inclusion in a State in treaty relations with His
Majesty's Government of strategic roads in the Negeb^ a point which
appears to have escaped the attention of Mr, Lovett - is a strong one,
And'yet Mr, Truman said the NegeVwas a small area not worth differing
over" and then appears inconsequentially tp have been almost
intransigent about it,

4. That the United States Government should appear to appreciate
the importance of the .Arab States as regards' the".general Anglo-American
position in the Middle East would perhaps be encouraging out for ;
Mr. Lovett's suggestion that any settlement of the Palest.-..at question
can be expected to lead to ths establishment of good relations between
the Jews and the Arabs and thus guarantee our strategic requirements,
luring tv»enty-five years "His Majesty's Government spared no effort in
the exercise of their Palesti .ie Mandate to bring the Jews and Arabs
together, but without success, and there is no reason to believe that
what proved unattainable in Palestine is likely to be obtained against
the background of the whole Middle East. Surely the prospects of a
Middle Eest settlement satisftctory to ourselves and to the .Americans
must depend to a very large extent on the nature of the Palestine
settlement. As you yourself, Sir, stated in,the House of Commons on
January 26th, "little will be gained if a settlement is made which is
so manifestly unacceptable to one of~ the parties that all its energies
are devoted for years to come to undoing it". In fact, the world" is
now confronted with the consequences of a settlinent imposed by force -
reluctance to be responsible for which and the conviction that the
Palestine question was an insuperable obstacle to the satisfactory
understanding with the Arab States which was a necessary preliminary to
a coninon Middle East defence system were among the reasons which led
His Majesty's Government to give up the Mandate. , It is in fact hard
to avoid the conclusion that in making the Western orientation of Israel
the uajor problem, the State Department have mistaken the part for the
whole. The major problem is.surely that the entire Middle Eest area
should be stable and well disposed towards us and not merely Israel.
There seems to me a grave danger that efforts to make Israel look West
might drive the Arab States to look East and turn them into the arms
of the Russians* In any case I do not foresee success for any Middle
Eastern policy based primarily on friendship and support for Israel at
the expense of the Arabs, Furthermore, the very existence of Israel is
a denial of justice to the Arabs.
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5» It is perhaps noteworthy that Mr. Lovett considers that the
establishment of good, relations between Jews and Arabs is our best
chance of safeguarding our strategic interests* The question may
perhaps be asked what are our other chances, should the establishment
of such good relations prove, as suggested above, to be impracticable,
The extension of Jewish influence (which, as Sir Johh Troutbeck
points out, might be inevitable for other reasons) the establishment of
a Christian Lebanon, the domination of Saudi-Arabia through dollar
imperialism and the isolation of Egypt might possibly serve to
maintain the Anglo-American position in the Middle East. It would
be ruthless and "real" but if it worked it might be justified on'
.grounds of necessity. The only other alternative which occurs to ae
Is the establishment of authoritarian Governments in a number of
Arab countries and the elimination of the present Nationalists and of
the quasi-democratic form of government on which they rely for their
influence. It is significant that only where authoritarian rule
is established, i.e. Trans Jordan and Saudi-Arabia, he's it proved
possible for a realist policy to be adopted vis-a-vis Israel, though
perhaps selfish would be the better epithet in the casts o£ Saudi-
Arabia. This would in all probability mean the setting up of
dictatorships in the States of the Fertile Crescent and a return of
.the Middle East to the age of colonisation* this time by world Jewry
and international oil interests. It is hard to believe that such on
eventuality could be seriously contemplated and it is equally hard to
avoid the conclusion that t&e United States Government ha-e been
blinded by the military successes of Israel and possibly also by their
own (JEritish stimulated) diplomatic successes at Tel Aviv and Cairo
to which Mr. Lovett refers with obvious self-satisfaction. Now that
the Rhodes talks have draggec on for over a month with little apparent
success , it is possible that the State Department is less confident,
and i& any case it cannot be clenied that their representations in
Tel Aviv were primarily due to British pressure in Washington, and the
Egyptian decision to negotiate with the Jews was the result not so
much of United States diplomatic pressure as of the hopelessness of
their military situation and their reluctance to invoke the Anglo-
Egyptian treaty » It is to be hoped that the effect of Israel's
victories on American opinion will with time wear off and that in
consequence American approach to the Middle East as a whole will
become more objective. Middle East policy based on Israel (as a
sort of Tobruk) would inevitably fail,, much as the Erench failed to
maintain tlieir position in the Middle East from a base in a Christian
Lebanon .

6. That Israel has given proof .of an at least superficial dyneaisra
and vigour cannot be denied*, It should not be forgotten, however, that
but for assistance received from abroad after the conclusion of the first
truce the issue of the fighting might have been different and Jewish
dynamism brought to. a standstill. . Moreover, as Sir John Troutbeck has
pointed out, the viability of Israel is a matter of considerable doubt.
The poorness of its soil, its lack of raw materials and the high wages
obtaining there make it uncertain whether Israel can ever hold its, own
as an industrial or agricultural country on purely economic grounds
apart from the possibility of Arab. boycotts. Even in the commercial
and financial fields it remains to be seen whether the Jews can eccipefe
with the Levantine merchants and bankers of, for example, Beirut. It
may be that Israel will be able to carry on as a subsidised State. How

/long
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long Jewry will go on paying the subsidies as an act of eharity cannot
be foreseen and whether it will be worth while for the United States
Government to continue to do so when the virtual impossibility of
basing a Middle East policy on Israel becomes apparent is also doubtful*,

7» So much for the problem as it appears to me. As regards
remedies, Sir John Troutbeck has suggested three courses of action,
«s far as I can see, there are no alternatives and in what followa I
do not propose to do much more than elaborate on them, Firstly the
need for firuoaess in dealing with Israeli I venture to suggest that
this proposition has a corollary* namely firaness in dealing with the
United States Government on questions affecting the Middle East.
It is surely significant that on the one occasion when His Majesty**
Government made it clear that they were determined to take independent
action, i.e. in connexion'with the Jewish violation of the Egyptian
frontier, the United States Government lost ho time in making
representations at Tel Aviv and in restraining Israel. It is
difficult to avoid the conclusion that the United States Government will
only teke an objective line as far as Palestine is concerned when
Jewish pressure on it is countered by some other pressure. Secondly,
every effort should be made to demonstrate to the United States
Government the very real danger of Israel extending its sovereignty, or
influence widely over the Middle East. The vagueness of'Mr. Lovett's
views (to which reference has already been made) on the question of
approach to the whole Middle East problem as contrasted with the acre
limited question of Israel, perhaps hold out some hope thut we may
succeed. But I submit that our arguments might prove more effective.
if His Majesty's Government cjuld see their way resolutely to avoid
committing themselves to anything that aight be interpreted as a pro-
Israel policy. Thirdly, every effort muet.be made to strengthen the
Arab States. This will be necessary whether or not the United States
Government can be weaned from their policy of virtually basing their
Middle East policy on Israel, Our object would be twofold - to ;
enable the Arabs to resist Jewish pressure and/or aggression and thus
establish an equilibrium in the Middle East, and secondly, to re-
establish Arab confidence in the West, now rudely shaken, so us to
permit the whole Middle East area and not only Israel to look to the
democracies. When the question of means whereby this can be achieve^
.tit is considered it should be remembered that during the recent
struggle the Arabs have suffered not only militarily but also morally.
Their armies have been defeated or, owing to lack of aEimunition, have
Been fought td a standstill; These setbacks cb^M presumably be made
good by the supply of military equipment and training f.aoilitieSi At
the same time assistance will clearly be needed in the economic field*
But on the moral side the remedy is not so easy. The confidence of
the Arabs in,t hemselves, in each other and in their friend̂ ' has been
severely shaken and Arab unity undermined; The Arab Governments and
peoples will need to be treated with much understanding and sympathy.
And in particular they should not be given the impression t ha* because
they are weak they are to become mere pawns or counters and that their
interests are sacrificed to those of others, Jews, Americans, -Italians,
French, Turks or even British. The process of Balkanisation tP which.
Sir, you referred in your recent*speech in the House of Commons Will
have to be firmly resisted. Two examples might be quoted - the Return
of the Italians to Tripolitania or of Erench military powers in the
States, The support given by His Majesty's Government to the idea

/Aral *»•
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Arab unity has gained us much sympathy in the Arab and Moslem worlds,
and I submit that if we continue to stand by them in their present'
difficulties and at the same time spare no effort to ensure that Arab
unity is given the right direction, we shall be laying the foundations

. for a sound Middle East policy,

8. J.n my, despatch No, 128 of August 21st, 1947* on the subjeat
of Anglo-Auerican co-operation in the Middle East. I suggested that
our object should be to secure that the United States Government
should underwrite our policy in this area and that the division of the
Middle East, into British and American zones of influence should be
resisted, Two years ago a unified policy for the whole Middle East
planned by His Majesty's Government and backed by the United States.
Government, which would have ensured that the whole area would have
been stable and well disposed, appeared feasible. ' Owing to the -
Palestine guestion, however, and our differences with the Americans on
that issue, it could not be realised and to-day these differences
appear to have been intensified and to be no longer confined to
Palestine but to look as if they might extend to the whole problem of
the Middle East, It may still be possible to induce the United
States Government to adopt a more objective attitude towards Israel
and towards other countries, but if not, if may be necessary for His
Majesty's Government to pursue what for the want of a better term
night be called an Arab policy while the United States Government
follow a Zionist policy. As it is almost certain that neither we
nor the Americans con be friends with both the Jews and the Arabs at
the same.time, an effort should be made to reach agreement with the
United States Government that the Americans should be responsible1

for the Western orientation o.v the Israel of their own creation and
that it should be His Majesty'u Government's responsibility to see
that the Arab States continue to follow a democratic policy. It must
be admitted that apart from otier obvious difficulties, such an
arrangement would approximate .o a system of zones of influence in the
Middle East whidh it was hoped oould be avoided. It has this merit,
however, that since Palestine, tit least for the time being, is lost
to the Arab world, the division would not extend to Arab countries and
that Arab unity would be preserved. It might be that Israel and
possibly the United States Government might make efforts 'to include
the Lebanon and possibly the Alaouite area in the Zionist American zone
of influence. Christian fanaticism in ths Lebanon and the Separatist
movement in the Alaouite district' together with the probably increase
in American influence in both areas, as a result of the establishment
of pipeline termini and refineries, would facilitate the realisation
of such a project - a project which would have as a result the inclusion
in an American zonu of the periphery States, Greece, Turkey, Lebanon
and Israel, leaving the Arab hinterland as a British zone of influence.
Such a development would, 1 feel, be most unfortunate in that it would
.cut across the current of Arab unity which has been running with
increasing strength for a hundred years and which paradoxically started
its course in:Christian Lebanon. This danger might however be
avoided by Anglo-American agreement based on a frank and objective
appreciation of the whole Middle East position.

to*

hrtt* Nf>
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9. I am sending copies of this despatch to His Majesty's
Representatives at Washington, Cairo. Bagdad, Jedda* Damascus and
4oman, to the Head of the British Middle East Office and to His
Majesty's Consul-General at Jerusalem

I have the honour to be,

With the highest respect,

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble Servant,
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TOP SECRET

No. 126̂

G2/218/49

BRITISH EMBASSY./
WASHINGTON, D.C.

17th February 1949,

Sir, £
I have read with great interest Sir John

Troutbeek's despatch No. 2 (31/38/1G) of the 24th
January about Anglo-American relations with Israel
and the Arabs. At this distance from the scene my
comments must relate chiefly to the views and
probable attitude of the United States Government
which are, of course, only one factor in this
difficult situation.

2. While it is true that in my conversations
with him Mr. Lovett laid stress upon the dynamic
character of the State of Israel as a fact to be
reckoned with and that the recent actions of the
United States Government have all too often tended
to favour the Jews to the serious detriment of
American (and British) relations with the Arabs,
it can, I think, safely be said that the restoration
of good relations with the /Arabs is still an
important objective of United States policy0
Mr. Lovett referred to the t̂ lks of fifteen months
ago as still being "the Bible", and no practical
results from these would be conceivable if Arab
friendship were allowed to go completely by the
board.

3- Mr. Lovett's remarks'to me were made in the
context of a particular problem; they related to
developments within Palestine on which the United
States view differed from our own, and his thesis
was, as reported in my telegram No. 247 of the 13th
January, that a policy of containing Israel within
a relatively small part of Palestine, with the
object of securing for the Arabs certain areas in
its southern portion, might in the end be disadvan-
tageous, both because of its effect upon Israeli
relations with the West and because of the small
value which any facilities in the South would have
if Israel were ill-disposed towards us. But this
does not invalidate Sir John Troutbeck's comments
in para 3 of his despatch. Both the President and
Mr. Lovett were primarily concerned with the immediate
situation and it is probably true that little
thought has yet been given by the United States

The Right Honourable
Ernest Bevin, M.P.

etc., etc.,
Foreign Office,
London, S.Wol.

/Government

i
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Government to the very real dangers and difficulties
in the more distant future to which Sir John
Troutbeck draws attention.

4o Such indications as I have of United States
policy lead me to believe that the United States

; Government would oppose by all available diplomatic
means any attempt on the part of the Israelis to
expand outside their frontiers, once the parties
had reached agreement on those frontiers and the
settlement had been endorsed by the United Nations.
The State Department have often stressed the advan-
tage of Israeli admission into the United Nations
since this would subject Israel to all the obligations
of membership - see the penultimate sentence of my
telegram No. 6?3 of the 2nd February. Moreover,
with United States recognition of Transjordan, the
United States Government has now entered into formal
relations with all the Arab states, thus recognising
the frontiers which they respectively have now, or
may have after a Palestine settlement. I do not
therefore believe that, once the frontiers of Israel
had been established, the United States Government
would readily give way to the temptation mentioned
in paragraph 10 of Sir John Troutbeck1s despatch, and
support further Israeli expansion at Arab expense.
The sharp United States reaction to the Jewish incursion
into Egypt is perhaps relevant in this connexion.
We have heard through State Department sources that
the. President now feels that he need be less
responsive to domestic Zionist pressure and that
he has been irritated by certain recent events
such as the second Israeli incursion into Egypt
after he had received an assurance that all Israeli
troops were being withdrawn from Egyptian soil in
deference to United States representations about
the first incursion. Lastly, the United States
Government still think as we do about the general
strategic picture in the Eastern Mediterranean and
Middle East and about the need for stability in
all the countries in that area0

5c In paragraphs 6 to 9 of his despatch, Sir John
Troutbeck discusses the questions of viability,
immigration and Communism. From what the State
Department have told us, the United States mission
at Tel Aviv does not regard Communism in Israel as
a serious menace at the present time (though it
must be remembered that the United States representa-
tive at Tel Aviv is a strong supporter of Zionism).
Dr. McDonald's estimate is that Communism holds
little attraction for the Israelis, although some

/ of them
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of them recognise that arms supplies would not have
been available from Czechoslovakia without Soviet
consent. There is, he says, no real proletariat
and every effort is being devoted to the establish-
ment^ the new state. The Israeli authorities
are doing their best to ensure that Soviet agents
do not slip in amongst immigrants from Eastern
Europe, although some undoubtedly do manage to
get through. The great majority of the immigrants
will be aware of the supersession of Zionist leaders
by Communist stooges in the Jewish communities in
Koumania, for example; they have had their fill of
totalitarian government and they are aware that
whatever encouragement the Soviet Government has
given to the establishment of a Jewish state, Soviet
propaganda describes Israel as bourgeois, and the
ooyiet Government is at bottom hostile to Zionism.
But even if this estimate be true - and Dr. McDonald
indeed admits that future developments in Israel may
alter the situation, which therefore requires close
Batching - that is, I agree, far from instituting
an assurance that Israel will look to the West and,
as Sir John Troutbeck remarks, the Israeli Government
has made a point in its statements of policy of
asserting that it seeks to remain neutral.

6. There will of course be a limit to the
number of Jews who seek to enter Israel (there will
be very few from the United States), but the
proportion of young people is high and with the ad-
vantage of a good medical service, the birth rate also
is likely to be high. This may well lead to an ex-
pansionist policy and will certainly increase the de-
mand on outside assistance. I am inclined to agree
Q^ T f" *TlfltS\ Temark reP°rted in paragraph 8 of
bir John Troutbeck's despatch, that, once the drama is

1 taken out of the Palestine question contributions fJom
•American Jewry will fall off. Last year's target of the
Si ? JeSSh ApPeal here».whlch was $170 Billion, fellshort of the mark by some $20 million. This year the
large sum of $250 million is being asked for and it is
being made clear in the United Jewish Appeal's campaign
that the whole amount is urgently required for develop-
ment in Israel, irrespective of any loans which may be
granted. The cost of living is still high in this
country and despite the strong-arm tactics being employed
in some parts of the United States to extract money from
Jews, it is hard to believe that the pace can be kept up.
As regards loans, thirty-five million dollars have, as
you know, already been granted by the Export-Import Bank
and a further sixty-five million have been allocated. I
think it possible that additional loans may be forthcoming,
but in so far as the Export-Import Bank is concerned, some
assurance will be needed that its loans can be serviced.

/ I
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7. I also agree with Mr. Griffis1 estimate
(paragraph 11 of Sir John Troutbeck's despatch) that
the pro-Jewish trend, which at present prevails
in the United States, cannot be considered permanento
Anti-Semitism is strong in this country and it seems
to be increasing. It is certainly fairly prevalent
in Congress. Many Americans are irritated by the
stridency of Zionist propaganda and this irritation
might well come into the open as an influence on
American policy if the policy of the State of Israel
appeared to be leading to international difficulties
or to constitute a clear threat to United States
strategic or economic interests in the Middle East»
The part played by American Zionism in influencing
United States policy in favour of the creation of
Israel would, in such circumstances, be remembered.

80 But on the whole I would agree that
developments in the United States affecting Israel
might well contribute to the dangers which Sir
John Troutbeck foresees; and I would also agree that
the United States Administration has not really looked
into the more distant future. The State Department,
and probably the United States National Defence Es-
tablishment, are conscious of these dangers, but the
Administration as a whole has concentrated upon the
immediate issues affecting the establishment of a
Jewish State as a result of the Zionist and humanitar-
ian pressure exerted upon it. There is perhaps too
great a readiness to supposed, as Sir John Troutbeck
suggests, that common business interests and a desire
for United States assistance on the part of the Arabs,
whose governments are considered mercenary and inclined
to corruption, will rapidly dispel the bitterness
which has been caused. I therefore welcome the

5 suggestion made in paragraph 14 of Sir John Troutbeck's
despatch that the whole situation should be discussed
with the United States Government. The parallel con-
clusions reached fifteen months ago clearly need re-
vision in the light of recent developments. Whilst
the necessity of assistance to the Arab States is
even more urgent if some of the sting is to be taken
out of their defeat, permanent provision made for the
Arab refugees and a boost given to Arab morale, it is
also essential if our common interests are to be safe-
guarded, that the United States Government should urge
moderation and the need for good relations with the
Arabs upon the Israelis and that it be made clear to
the Arabs that the United States Government will now
join His Majesty's Government in fully recognising
and protecting Arab interests against threats from
whatever quarter«

9» The Palestine issue, as was indeed recog-
nised fifteen months ago, has proved a most serious
handicap to our plans. Our relations, and even more
United States relations, with the Arabs will have to
be built up afresh. A start might, for example, be

\ made, if you considered this useful and practicable,
i with the attachment of some American experts to the
I British Middle East Office, in order to" facilitate

->, the/
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the coordination of a programme of assistance
and advice in the field, and to induce in the
United States Government a greater awareness of
the practical problems which have to be faced
with all their ramifications. But beyond that
it will be necessary for both of us to think the
situation out together again. We shall need
to review the conclusions reached in 1947 and to
consider in what respects they call for revision
if a common Anglo-American policy over the whole
field is to be not only established but also
carried into practical effect.

10. The time may well be approaching when
such a common policy is possible of achievement.
But we shall need to choose our time with care.
I doubt whether any proposal on our part for such
talks would commend itself to the State Depart-
ment or, if agreed by them, be likely to produce
results so long as the prospects of a Palestine
settlement remained as doubtful as they are at
present. As you know, the United States Govern-
ment are now taking the line that the parties and
the United Nations Conciliation, ComE:ission must
be left as free as possible to try to work out what-
ever settlement can be found. So long as that re-
mains their position they would be apt- to regard
with reserve any proposals for comprehensive talks
and would be reluctant to commit themselves at all
clearly if the talks were held. But so soon as a
settlement appears to be in sight, I should recommend
that we lose no time in proposing a further frank
exchange of views over the whole field.

11o In view of the reference which I have made
in this despatch to the 1947 discussions, I am not
sending copies to the recipients of Sir John Troutbeck's
despatch under reference.

I have the honour to be, with the highest respect,

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble Servant,
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BRITISH EMBASSY,
BAGDAD.

15th February, 1949,

Sir,

I have the honour to offer the following brief comments
on Sir J. Trout beck's despatch Ho. 2(3l/38/lG) of 24th January,
with which I find myself in complete agreement.

2o Sir J. Troutbeck has demonstrated the element of wishful
thinking in the Middle East policy of the United States
Government and it is probable that a more realistic appreciation
will prevail in Washington once the emotions aroused by Israel's
fight for life have subsided. America's oil interests in Arab
countries should prove a powerful ally to realism. Our interest
therefore appears to lie in holding the position as far as
possible until America begins to understand that Israel is hot
going to be as amenable to United States influence as is now
thought, and that encouragement of Israeli expansion policies
will be most dangerous to the stability of the Middle East. Our
information is that all the United States representatives in the
Middle East have warned the State Department of the dangers of
present American policy in regard to Palestine.

}' ± In Iraq there is real fear of Israeli expansion and action
to strengthen the Arabs, as suggested in Sir J. Trout beck's
paragraph 15, would have a powerful effect in moderating the
present feeling of insecurity. Three steps seem to be required,
if we are to strengthen the Arabs and restore their confidence
in their ability to contain Israel: first, the early
delimitation of Israel's frontiers, secondly the resumption
of supplies of arms under our Treaties with Iraq and Egypt, and
thirdly, in co-operation with the United States, the economic
development of the Arab countries.

I have the honour to be,
With the highest respect,

Sir,
Your most obedient,

humble servant.

The Right Honourable
Ernest Bevin, M.P. ,

etc. , etc. . etc.
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88/30 A9-

British Legation,
Damascus*

25th February, 19U9«

r,j_ ,<^..vffiJf.A«^.V..-..("> ,Sir, "J -j) / i ; . .
i

In his despatch No. 2 (31/38/lGr) of the 21*.th January
to you Sir John Troutbeck has suggested that H.M.Representatives
in Arab countries may have some views on the questions which he
has put forward with regard to the future of Israel.

2. As I see it, there are two main questions to be
considered in this connexion, (1) the extent to which the state
of Israel is likely to be a centre of Communism in the Middle
Bast, (2) the eventual territorial ambitions of Israel in this
area, it is true that the Syrians make great play of the
Communist danger, but I am inclined to think that they have
deliberately played up that aspect to the extent which they have
in order to frighten the Western powers. I do not, of course,
pretend that that danger does not exist but if the Syrians were
really sincere about it, it is hard to believe that they would
be so complacent about the possibility of a Communist menace in
Syria itself. I cannot help thinking that what is really
frightening the Syrians to-day is the possibility of Jewish
territorial expansion at the expense of Syria and it may well be
that they are not too happy about the ability or the desire of
the Lebanese to defend themselves against Jewish encroachment.
In this connexion there seems to be some significance in the
fact that, although the Syrian Army is not at present capable
of taking offensive action, steps are being taken at this stage
of the Palestine problem to increase the size of the Armed
forces. This does not, of course, mean that on a short term
basis the Syrians will refuse to enter into a modus Vivendi with
Israel whereby some form of economic relations will be established;
but I feel sure that the suspicion of ultimate Jewish intentions
will remain and that, for that reason, military precautions will
be taken.

3* I see that in paragraph 11 of the despatch it is
stated that "it has been a common criticism of the Jews that they
have never known where to stop". This is not at all as I see
the situation, for it seems to me that throughout the various
negotiations of the past year the jews have known exactly how far
they could go and get away with it. The Syrians are also well
aware of this and attribute it to Jewish ramifications in every
country of the world - and, of course, also to their influence
in a great number of them. Indeed I would go so far as to say
that, taking all in all, this is, in the eyes of the Syrians, one
of the most important aspects of the Jewish menace in the future.

k» I naturally agree with what Sir J. Troutbeck says in
paragraph 15 about not jeopardising the assets we already hold in
the Arab world. Indeed, even if it is decided that our strategic
interests in Syria are of small account the existence of oil pipe
lines will surely make such a policy a selfish interest. But all
these considerations will doubtless figure in the review of
Anglo-Syrian relations which you have promised me in your telegrsm
No. 92 of the 8th February and I will not elaborate on them here.

^

/ I am

The Right Honourable Srnest Bevin, M»P.,
etc.,eto.,etc.,

Foreign Office,
LONDON, S.W.I.

y"'i>ir
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I am copying this despatch to H»M.Representatives at
Washington, Cairo, Bagdad, Beirut, Jedda, Amman, Jerusalem,
United Kingdom Delegation to the United Nations New York,and to
the British Middle East Office.

I have the honour to be
with the highest respect,

Sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

I
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]

Cyplier/OTP POLITICAL (SECRET)- DISTRIBUTION

FRQjV, JERUSALEM. TO FOKEIGM OFHCE_

Sir H. Dow.
Mo. 195
10th March, 1919

D.12.10 p.m. 10thMarch, 1949
R. 1.15 p.m.. 10th March,

Repeated to Washington
B.M.Ji.O. (Cairo)
Cairo Saving
Bagdad Saving
Beirut Saving
Damascus Saving
Jedda Saving
Amman Saving.

ECPOiiTAMT
TOP S£CIl!gr
LIGHT

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No..l9g_pf__
l_Qth March, repeated for information to Washington,
B.M.E.O. (Cairo) and Saving to Cairo, Bagdad, Beirut,
Damascus-, Jedda and Amman. ̂, / I , « ,,

5/77 //o/fe /3'J • A' * *te.
}.y telegram Uo.192 last sentence.

I-
I probed Etheridge on lines of my despatch No.7.

His reaction was instantaneous and frank.

2. Ilis Majesty's Government had gravely misjudged
President Truman's pro-Zionist policy by attributing it to
internal political exigencies. The President had followed
the same line after his re-election although he had failed
to carry the State of.New York, with its four million out
of the six million Jews in the country, from the conviction
that the Zionist's claim that an independent Israeli
State was just. On the other hand becuase his support
of Israel was based on the moral jxrinciple he v̂ as just as
ready to oppose Israeli expantionist designs. Here
I-'i'r. Etheridge referred to the President's veto on Mr.
[gp. undec.] attendance at the meeting of Jewish
Constituent Assembly in Jerusalem (Washington telegram
No.819). Moreover, the President as a progressive, in
which character he had been re-elected by the American
people and "a great internationalist" took a serious view
of the unjust social conditions prevailing in the Arab
States and a further consideration was his determination
to win the cold war with His I'.ajesty's Government's aid
or without.

3. In view of
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Jerusalem telegram No.195 to F.O.

- 2 -
* .

3. In view of the President's attitude Anglo
American co-operation in the Middle East was impossible
on basis of maintenance in power at all costs of re-
actionary Arab regimes and rulers, whether by His Majesty's
Government or American oil interests, merely because they
were useful tools in power politics. The United States
Government had learned their lesson from the China debacle.
Etheridge, who stated that he had discussed Communism
at great length with President Truman before leaving,
said that the President's appreciation of Soviet policy
was that the Middle East had for some time been scheduled
as their next objective. Their untimely success in
China had found them unprepared to exploit its results,
but they would not -on that account defer their planned
programme in Egypt and Iraq, where Communist pressure was
now developing. If the Soviet got these two countries
they iiad the kiddle East. we- could only work together
if our policy was one which would raise the standard of
living of the Arab masses and so decrease the danger of
Comunism. Here we pointed out to Mr. Etheridge that
the only r ny rapidly to raise the standard of living of
the great iiiasses was by dictatorial regimes and little
could be expected from AraF̂ parltiJtientarians and I think
he took the point.

A- It appears to me that the Americans generally
under-estimate the practical difficulties of insisting
that Arab absolutisms shall be [gp. undec.3, and of

• encouraging popular movements withoiit playing into the
hands of Communism. Although they themselves lack the
background experience to suggest how development can be
rapidly made effective, they incline to attribute our

I own slow progress to unwillingness or lack of interest.
They see the poverty of the Arabs of Trans Jordan and Saudi
Arabia without being able to judge the improvement which
has been taJdng place under Abdullah and Ibn Saud. Also
their admiration of Israeli material success and the

' rapidity with which it has been achieved, blinds them to
the cost in human misery at Yfhich this has been attained.
Present poverty a.nd'cS.sorganisation of Arab Palestine is
the obverse of the protection of life and property.

Foreign Office please pass Important to Washington
as my telegram Eo.16.

[Repeated Important to \\ashington].

k k L
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No. 18(17/80/49)
CONFIDENTIAL

r 31

United Kingdom Delegation
to the United Nations,

New York.

10th Mnrch, 1949.

Sir,

I have road with interest Sir John Troutbeck's despatch
to you No.2(31/38/1G) of January 24th last about British policy
in the Middle East, with particular reference to the State of
Israel, and also Sir Hugh Dow's despatch No. 7 of February 8th-
containing his comments and reflections on this subject.

2. I would certainly not disagree with what acorn to mo to
be the two main conclusions of Sir John Troutbock's despatch,
namely,'

(a) that for both political and economic reasons Israel
is likely, unless -restrained, to bo an expansionist
and disturbing element in the Middle East; and

4
(b) that, while doing our best to bring about friendly

relations between Israel on the ono hand and our-
selves and the ̂ rabs on the other, our primary in-
terest lies in preserving our own friendship tvith
the Arab States on account of their strategic
position and oil deposits.

3. It seams to me important, however, that in applying
those principles to" the problem of our relations with Israel
v;o should not ignore what may be called the climate of United
Nations opinion in regard to the Palestine question, by which
our policy is bound to bo influenced to some extent and on
which ? would offer tho following reflections.

4. In the: first place, tho majority of Delegations to the
Unitod Nations who have no particular stake in tho .Arab-Jewish
quarrel are very for from writing off the Stato of Israel as -

/to borrow,

Tho Right Honourable Ernest Bovin, M.P,,
etc., etc., etc.,

Foreign Office,
S.W.I.

3
I !
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to borrow Sir JohnSoutbock's phrase - « mere ̂ Zionist adven-
ture"; and this holds good whether the matter is looked at
from a legal or a practical point of view. To take first of
all the legal aspect: there is, after all, some truth in
Israel's claim to be the only State, with the possible excep-
tion of Southern Korea, which has been formally constituted by
the United Nations, viz. in the unrescinded (feneral Assembly
resolution of November 29th, 1947. The United Nations, fox-
its part, oan point to Palestine as a case in which, for once
in a way, its efforts at constructive statesmanship were not
thwarted by discord between the two major Powers, but have
borne fruit in the emergence of a new and prospectively viable
fatate from the ruins of a bankrupt political experiment,

5. , Much has been said in the past about the pressure
brought to boar on Delegations in November 1947 in order to
bring about the resolution which the Israeli Government re*
gard, not without justice, as a certificate of the historical
legitimacy of their State. But it is possible to push this
argument too far. In the first place, any vote in a demo-
cratic body such as the United Nations Assembly is the out-
come of mutual pressures and concessions which, whatever
their interest as background, do not invalidate the decision
actually reached. We ourselves have experienced to our
vexation the effect of the contrary thesis, when Soviet
delegate after Soviet delegate in the United Nations has
decried this or that decision of the Assembly or the Security
XU?°S' 8*g* in reeard to G^ece or Korea, on the ground
that the representatives on those bodies are puppets who re-
fleet, ̂ot the desires of the "broad masses" of the world or
eJ2nn Jr °Wn Governments, but those of "ruling circles*
rar 1 f I? ̂g *»**•»" in t̂  United States and theunited Kingdom*

4 ̂x a more imP°rtant consideration in assessing
r ?!u°f Aferably opinion in the Palestine question is

™̂ /V̂ beXef' the «J°ritar of Delegations,
particularly thos<? membera of the British Common-

wealth who voted throughout in favour of partition, did
v̂̂ T17 ̂J0 ri" to the 10vel of Se problem

n̂ Î  8 iol^ion in the light of broad historical
cesaitiee. Such Delegation regard the State of Israel,

or,,,,
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rightly or wrongly, as the heir of a three-thousand-year-old
tradition which, interrupted but not extinguished by cen-
turies of misfortune, was again, in the form of Zionism, given
tangible reality by the Balfour Declaration and which sub-
sequently acquired irresistible practical and sentimental
force from the Nazi persecutions and the convulsions of the
second World War, They contend, moreover, that this belief
has boon vindicated by the achievements, both political and
military, during its first few months of revival, of a State
which (to quote from the opening paragraph of Sir J&B Troutback's
despatch) "possesses a vigour and vitality unmatched by any
other State in the Middle East", and by the fact that its
deadliest enemies apparently concede its right and ability
to live.

7. As regards the Arabs, on the other hand, I think it
is true to say that the United Nations as a whole has been un-
favourably impressed by their military and diplomatic inepti-
tude and still more by their attempt, in defiance of the
Assembly's will, to crush the State of Israel at birth. That
attempt could, of course, be defended by legal niceties aris-
ing out of the unique status of Palestine on tho termination
of the Mandate and the fact that resolutions of the Assembly
are- not legally binding. But it remains true that tho Arab
military adventure which began in May 194& is» to say the
least, difficult to square with the moral authority of tho
United Nations Assembly or with the spirit of the Charter.
This point has, perhaps, been thrown into greater relief by
tho history of the Indonesian question, whore the Security
Council did not hesitate to interpose its aegis for tho pro-
tection of a Republic whoso title to be regarded as an inde-
pendent member of the international community was, if anything,
more disputable than that of Israel.

8. It is, I submit, against the background of those
considerations thst we should interpret Sir John Troutbeck's
reference to "appeasing" tho Israelis and to the necessity
if peace is to be secured in the Middle East, for them to
renounce extremist ambitions. Thero is, after all, surely
a corresponding necessity for the Arabs to renounce their
dream of extinguishing the Jewish State by force of arms - a
necessity which, it may be hoped, has now been recognised by

/tho Arab,
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to the United Nations,

*4-- New York.

tho Arab loaders and which is corroborated by His Majesty's
Government's do facto recognition of Israel.

9. _ _ _ I do not, of course, suggest that United Nations
opinion in this matter, if I have corroctly assessed it is
necessarily infallible or immutable; nor do I intend to
imply that wo aro obliged to pay exclusive regard to it in
sharing our own polidioa. But inasmuch as His Majesty's
Oovornment have declared support of the United Nations to ba
the overriding principle of their foreign policy, our credit
and even perhaps our influence in United Nations councils ia>
likely to suffer if wo fail to take into due account the trond
of opinion in the Organisation.

10. In this context, some comment is porhaps called
for on^cur recent abstention in the Security Council on tho
admission of Israel to tho Unitod Nations, though it is too
early to give any dotailod or accurate estimato of its effects,
oj fy' VUPP°SG> hQVG given some gratification to tho Arab
btntes, although the Egyptian delegate in the Council argued
that_jo ought to have applied our veto, There may well -
dospito tho arguments to which I have referred above - bo
n~r,nnY» m/'MYiH^vni ,*,& Al *Tm^Jj.« T vr t « •—*•'

Jnitod Nations, and indeed of tho Security
inner doubts as to the wisdom of commit-

dm-ln* i+c £ •'^ ̂ aaion of G state whoso past record^
during its brief period of existence, is far from being un̂
blemished and whoso future behaviour is by ho means certain
come^hon scm *° CQnons of Propriety. If the day should

nnHn+11* band"TQTf ">
 in the unusual wake of the Unitod States

and tho Soviet_Union forging ahead togothor, thoro may bo
widor realisation than there probably now is that tho abston*
nith ̂ oJ!lS +n T K^om ™*s prompted by justified cnution
with regard to Israel's qualifications and intentions, and
by a desire to ensure respect on the part of this applet
for the principles cf tho United Nations Charter, As things
are, however our abstention seems likoly to be interpreted
by many as indicating adherence to an unfavourable attitude
towards Israel, in which tho do facto recognition of its

/Government,t* *+

.

§
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Government by His Majesty's Government had seemed to betoken
some change. The trouble-makers • will, o£ course, not be
slow to make all the capital they can out of our solitary ab-
stention, which can moreover hardly fail to give the im-
pression that differences persist between us and the United
States.

11, It is, no doubt, the part of dignity for a Great
Power, with a deep sense of its responsibilities to the United
Nations, to avoid any appearance of climbing on to band-
wagons, especially when that Power has not only major interests
in, but also an unrivalled experience of, the troubled area
through which the vehicle must make its way. That part we
have played by abstaining in the Security Council on Israel's
admission* Nevertheless, as I have sought to indicate in the
earlier paragraphs of this despatch, I believe that the
weight of opinion amongst the members of the United Nations
in favour of the full recognition of a State which, if not
the creation of the United Nations alone is, in the firm
opinion of the majority, an inevitable and justifiable re*-
vival, derives from broad historical and practical considera*-
tions. That opinion is not likely to change unless there are
further blatant violations of the Charter and of United
Nations resolutions on the part of Israel; and I should think
there is a strong feeling among most members of the Security
Council, at least, that Israel may behave, or may be induce}
to behave, with more propriety as a member of the United
Nations, with the obligations as well as the privileges of
membership. This, as we know, is the view of the United
States Government. I feel, therefore, that in framing our
future policy with regard to Israel and the question of its
admission to the United Nations, we cannot afford to ignore
this weight of opinion. Similarly, it would be lass thaa
honest to ignore the judgment of numerous observers, both in*'
side and outside the United Nations, who consider that the
rolo of Israel vis i vis the Arabs has - at any rate hitherto -
boon essentially defensive within the framework of the
Assembly resolution of November 1947, and that thore has feeeri
an clement of "special pleading" in our own public assessment
of tho respective guilt of the two parties.

12/ So much for the •«.•**«•'
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12. So much for the United Nations aspect of the situ-
ation discussed by Sir John Troutbeck and Sir Hugh Dow, with
which I am primarily concerned. Conditions in the Middle
East have so greatly changed during the two and a half years
which have passed since I served there, that I hesitate to
express opinions on other aspects of the Middle Eastern prob-
lem, referred to by Sir John Troutbeck and Sir Hugh Dow, which
are not strictly within my purview. In venturing the follow-
ing observations, I trust that I may be excused by all con-
cerned.

13. • Sir Hugh Dow will no doubt report on the effect of
our abstention on Anglo-Israeli relations, about which the
Israeli representative here has expressed concern. In this
connection I have noted with particular interest the views
put forward in the final paragrsph of Sir Hugh Dow's despatch
in support of his belief that "we shall soon find vie have
more influence with the Jews in Tel Aviv than have the
Americans". However that may be, I share his opinion that we
and^tho Americans should devoto ourselves to tho task of pro-
moting neighbourly relations between Israel and tho Arab
States.

14.. The question which formed tho point of departure
of Sir John Troutbock's argument, namely, that of the United
States attitude towards Israel, is one on which, no doubt His
Majesty's Ambassador at Washington will comment. But as far
as can bo soon from this post, there is no reason to doubt
that United States policy, if influenced in no small degree by
voto-catching preoccupations, has boon dictated in tho main by
s boliof on the part of tho United States Government and
pooplo that, in giving their blessing to tho now State, they
havo acted in accordance with thoir conceptions of justice,
with thoir innate urge to help young nations on tho road to-
wards froodom and solf-dovolopmont, with thoir doclarcd policy
of supporting United Nations decisions, and with tho practi-
cal realities of tho Middle Eastern situation.

15, I would ondorso Sir Hugh Dow's viow that "tho reply
to Jewish expansionist claims is Arab irrodontism and that
each encourages tho othur", and that it is of vital importanca
that the Unitod Kingdom and the United States should firmly

/resist both........
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resist both. 1 have also read with much interest the fifth
and sixth pcragraphs of Sir Hugh Dow's. despatch, in which he
discusses the reasons why the United States looks with dis-
trust on our efforts to consolidate an .Arab bloc_ in the
Liudlq East as a barrier to the advance of Communism. Even
if the danger of Communism making headway in the Arab
States bo no greater than it is in Israel, the menace has
for some time past seemed, in my humble opinion, to be
sufficiently serious to warrant every effort on our part to
associate the Americans with ourselves in plans for combat-
ing it. I therefore subscribe to Sir Hugh Dow's recommenda~
tion that we should endeavour to overcome the reluctance of
the United States to participate in schemes for developing
Arab resources on modern lines. I am aware of the efforts
which we ourselves have made to this end and of the diffi-
culties which we have encountered because of Arab national-
ism, cxclusiveness, and xenophobia as well as the qharacter
of tho Arab Governments. It may be hoped that EgypVs agree-
ment to the proposals with regard to the Nile waters and the
statement concerning Anglo-Egyptian relations, which"
Khashaba Pasha is reported in the press to have mad'e soon
after his return to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, are
signs of better things to come,

16. The "viability" of Israel is a matter on which I
am not competent to pronouncej but I would hazard a per-
sonal guess that the flow of money from the United States
may not dry up so soon as Sir John Troutbeck's more know-
ledgeable informants predict.

17. I am sending copies of this despatch to Sir John
Troutbeck, to H.M. Ambassador at'Washington and to His
Majesty's Representatives at Cairo, Bagdad, Beirut, Damascus,
Jedda, Amman and Jerusalem.

I have the honour to be
with tbe highest respect,

Sir,
your most obedient, humble Servant

//L
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TOP SECEET Copy No. 59

E 6145/1026/65

POLICY TOWARDS ISRAEL

Mr. Bevin to Sir J. Troutbeck, Cairo

(No. 154. Top Secret) Foreign Office,
Sir, 2Qth May, 1949

I have received and read with interest
your despatch No. 2 of 24th January con-
cerning the State Department's views on
Anglo-American relations with Israel, and
I have now been able to consider also the
comments on this despatch which I have
received from other missions.

2. His Majesty's Ambassador at Wash-
ington has pointed out in a despatch which
has not been circulated to other posts that
in the conversations between himself and
Mr. Lovett on 12th January-the United
States Government were primarily con-
cerned with the particular problem of
Palestine, and he agrees that they were not
on that occasion looking beyond this prob-
lem to the very real dangers and difficulties
in the more distant future to which you
drew attention. Such indications as Sir
Oliver Franks has of United States policy
lead him to believe that the United States
Government would oppose by all available
diplomatic means any attempt on the part
of the Israelis to expand outside their
frontiers, once the parties had reached
agreement on these frontiers and the settle-
ment had been endorsed by the United
Nations. There were signs that the United
States Government might in the future be
less responsive to domestic Zionist pressure
and they still held similar views to our own
about the general strategic picture in the
Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle
East and about the need for stability in all
the countries in that area.

3. Sir Oliver Franks is inclined to agree
with the views expressed to you by Mr.
Griffiths that the collection of funds in the
United States for Israel may begin to fall
off once "the drama is taken out of the
Palestine question " and that the pro-
Jewish trend which at present prevails in
the United States cannot be consid.ered
permanent. He also agrees that the Admin-
istration have not given careful thought to
the dangers and difficulties which the in-
jection of Israel into the Middle East will
cause, and he welcomes your suggestion that
the whole situation should be discussed
10916-1165 37105-4

with the United States Government. He
throws out the suggestion that some Ameri-
can experts might be attached to the British
Middle East Office in order to facilitate the
co-ordination of a programme of assistance
and advice in the field, and to induce in the
United States Government a greater aware-
ness of the practical problems which have
to be faced with all their ramifications.
The concluding paragraph of Sir Oliver
Franks's despatch, referring to the desira-
bility of concerting Anglo-United States
policy in the Middle East runs as
follows :—

" The time may well be approaching
when such a common policy is possible
of achievement. But we shall need to
choose our time with care. I doubt
whether any proposal on our part for
such talks would commend itself to the
State Department or, if agreed by them,
be likely to produce results so long as the
prospects of a Palestine settlement re-
mained as doubtful as they are at
present. As you know, the United
States Government are now taking the
line that the parties and- the United
Nations Conciliation Commission must
be left as free as possible to try to work
out whatever settlement can be found.
So long as that remains their position
they would be apt to regard with reserve
any proposals for comprehensive talks
and would be reluctant to commit them-
selves at all clearly if the talks were held.
But so soon as a settlement appears to be
in sight, I should recommend that we
lose no time in proposing a frank ex-
change of views over the whole field."

4. I shall be glad of your comments on
the proposal for the attachment of Ameri-
can experts to the British Middle East
Office. As regards the possibility of an
exchange of views with the United States
Government, we have already begun to dis-
cuss certain aspects of the future of our
Middle East policy with the Americans in
the course of conversations with Mr.
McGhee of the State Department and with

•fr

i
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{ Mr. McCloy of the International Bank (a
•'member of the staff of-the United States

Embassy being present at the latter dis-
cussion) on future policy with regard to
Arab refugees and on general questions
of economic development. I hope
that these discussions will be actively
continued. As regards the more general
exchange of views mentioned by Sir 'Oliver
Franks, I agree with him that the time has
probably not yet come for this, but we
should constantly bear in mind the desira-
bility of having such an exchange at the
earliest convenient time.

5. Final conclusions oh the policy to be
adopted with regard to Arab-Israeli rela-
tions in the framework of the general
Anglo-American policy for the Middle
East will only appear as a result of an
exchange of views with the United States
Government of the kind proposed above.
Meanwhile it may be useful to set out here
the .following provisional conclusions and
considerations which have suggested them-
selves to us as the most important of those
on which such final conclusions will be
based.

6. Our general objective must be to have
cordial and intimate relations with all the
States of the Middle East including the
Arab States and Israel, to see them for-
mally joined to the Western group of States
opposed to Soviet aggression and infiltra-
tion and co-operating among themselves so
as to promote stability and prosperity of
the Middle East area as a whole. Some of
the obstacles to the achievement of this
objective are the present Israeli policy of
neutrality as between East and West, the
excessively bad relations existing and likely
to exist for some time between Israel and
the Arab States, the possibility of Israeli
territorial or economic expansion, the dis-
unity of the Arab States and their ex-
tremely low social and economic standards.
It must be our 'aim to remove as many as
possible of these obstacles. Israel's posi-
tion as between East and West will depend
largely on the play of internal political
forces which we shall not, at any rate to
begin with, be able to influence except in the.
most indirect manner. We may, however,
have good opportunities to use our influence
in favour of co-operation between Israel
and the Arab States beginning with eco-
nomic matters in which each will stand to
gain from a common approach to the many
problems which will confront them. One
of the difficulties to be faced is that if and
when a stable territorial settlement is

reached in Palestine Israel's expansioindtf
activities will no doubt be diverted to the
economic field, and we can expect to see an
energetic drive to take a hand in economic
development and trade outside the boun-
daries of Israel; It seems not at all im-
possible that this conception of Israel as
the instrument of progress and development
throughout the Middle East may appeal to
many_ quarters in America who cannot
adapt themselves to the slower tempo of
Arab thought. We shall have to steer a
'difficult course in order to avoid on the one
hand appearing to obstruct genuine Israeli
efforts to improve their trade and commerce
to the benefit alsO of other neighbouring
States, and on the other hand to check the
tendency which will almost certainly be
present on the part of certain Israelis to
secure thorough-going economic and later
political penetration of the whole of the
Middle East. We must certainly not be

• too negative or all developments of this
kind will necessarily assume an anti-
British flavour. Moreover, there is no
reason why considerable advantage to the
whole Middle East should not result from
tile establishment of higher standards of
social and economic organisation in Israel
Which may serve as a spur to greater efforts
in this direction in other States.

7. The expansion of Israeli political in-
fluence would be particularly dangerous if
Israel's general orientation in world
politics remained as it is now, since this
might well result in the spreading into
other parts of the Middle East of the idea
of neutrality between the eastern and
western blocs which many" of the Arab
States seem already to have abandoned.

8. The question of any grouping of
Mediterranean or Middle Eastern States
either among themselves alone or joined to
certain of the Western Powers is one that
is arousing considerable speculation but on
which no firm expression of our views can
yet be given. If such an idea were to come
near fruition the ideal would be that any
such grouping should include both Israel
and the Arab States. The prospect of this
seems far removed at present and it must
be one of our objectives not only to bring
Israel to a recognition of the advantages
of the western orientation but at the same
time probably to pave the way for the
acceptance by the other Middle East States
of Israeli participation. It will be inter-
esting in this connexion to discover the
United States Government's reaction if,
as; seems just possible, the Arab States are
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""•willing to enter into a " Western Group "
whereas Israel is not willing to do so for
fear of abandoning her position of neu-
trality. It must also always be borne in
mind that if for any reason we are faced
with the position of having to choose be-
tween Israel and the Arabs our overriding
interest must be to do our utmost to pre-
serve our position in the Arab countries.

9. I fear that it may be felt that the
above considerations do not give all the
practical guidance which will be required
by His Majesty's representatives in deal-
ing with the many aspects of this problem
with which they will be faced in coming

months. The answer can only be that,
subject to the general principles suggested
above, each case will probably have to be
judged on its merits and we shall be un-
able, at least until the future trend is
clearer than at present, to lay down any
hard and fast line by which all questions
at issue can automatically be settled.

10. I am sending copies of this despatch
to His Majesty's representatives at Wash-
ington, Cairo, Bagdad, Beirut, Damascus,
Jedda, Amman, and to the United Kingdom
Delegation at New York.

I have, &c.
ERNEST BEVIN.

\tp
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in -IST to Israel poaac^aea ao oil nnd indeM few oocncnElo
aussetia. ...,or could ^e provida, even If she wera willinp to do RO
« baae to tate th. plae. of th.t to -HyPt, P«ls.tim l5 a '
rtuocsaasy ccraplerasnt to H^pt fram '-.he strategic point of view but
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his belief., it is sso* for us, 1 suggest, to qoarcftl witfe it.
j?!i0 dijsot to b<! aifficitt st IB &&n? to see, It is

isig the iussns'i (& attairdisg it that the 5if

it if! perhnpt! sot mr, unfair oowmsnt on tba
eoifirereaticei.s r-eoewri'sfl between H«M. "j^wssaSoy en-d

daRt Trus^n ««'•# ?£r* Lo^tt to sey thet tfeer® seems • to be e
good d.sal of Yd.8hful thinki?$ on the American sia«»
.T'fesiaarxi; fruEsn * »;/ indeed have reason to feel real optlffliem
that thiJ¥?B are nc-xr rln train for a pesacsful aettlctaflnt. But
e-^sa If tlie Israelis have entered, into tho present negotiations
In ijood f si th - an ar-su»option in which it ia iwpoassiblo to foal
eut:lr® oonfldordW •, » f^aeeftlH settlei^at ti<ll not isi itself bo
enough to allay the justified alarm and anxiety felt by Hia
Kajosigr* s GcwcrssBSsnt* l"n Sie first place it1 will b«s »o
guarasi'-sae of a western cxriorifeation in Iinmc3.«, Secondly it
will aat x^o^esarjjj p?:oEBoto nigr oonfiSsasft on the "pert of tbs
t?rabfi to the wosteju T/o^lSc, Oa tfe ocatras.'y it mav laaiw a
hitterntiss aga:lsa«t the wset wijloh it will take ydaro to ©radicate,
Thirdly it nmy be folli^oS by oivil acssaoticia in the Arab states,
with $11 that that wotsld toply for
Fourthly the i^re s:lg»ing of peaoe •will r*ot

s^ of th« h

far as this last poiiat. is concerned, the
that th« Arab® lig'!?® go fcs@n an eya to the

ohanea that, wMlei $hojU» statesman. s.rsi thsir ps^sss wjj.1
no doui»t ooistiaisi to pst>ol»te teplaoabl® hostility -So Xarselj
they Trill neTex'thaloss E^Sa « rsjsh to do butdnasa •edth the Jewa
tii».iaosp,ent a settleissut is jre.̂ al̂ od, Sfe® Lebsiias© patriots srs
iwcteod already said to b© de>is)g ?i roaring aont^b«n'3 fi^ads with
loraola riero3:tth«lG-s» I think too ntaeh oaa b» fesd© of thin sspec

their pcelcotr,, t3?s gov^rn^nts Mght still bo preparing
a war of rev»nge« The faot tbat tRasxr !freachn»>ii did vssy well
tmt of the Gerii'tgn oooupatlon has littla effect en ^ranoo's stubborn
attitu<3« to G«rBa8a probl«aa toilay, I would gjty ii^aca that cam
raiffe rsakrai at beat oa a wry long interval slap-sing before tha
mft«ve cessetioti of fightiaig can bloesean into friejKlly feeling or
imiual oo-opdratien oxc^t under the counter betivcsesi J«nrs anc!
Ax-aba. QMS can herdly esrpeot tl» "Egyptians or the other Arab

(i?ith th-s poasirblo »5ce«j)tion of Trsjss.-orcSttn trMoh
no alternative) at onoo to greot Israel ss 11 ne^' anS

aae?iiber erf' the Mlddl® Eetstsrn o^sMm5.t3r« Ths Iraqi dolegat»
I fthink, <ocporee^i,n<7 ite oowscm Arab- vie?T when, as j^oorded in
despatoh to Bagdad 8b» 307 of. ffta 51st T)oc«siber,i, he said that

it waa tis-3 for us to ajRlcft up ous« saijocls whethei'--^® wiuhod to be
friends rrltti the Aj^sbs or !ho Jews; if, \ras iniposaibX* to have

with both,, .Despite thta ba'.'ba that priyats tuBinsss
provj.de it ia likely to..be a lop.g tirrn befex** Arab opinion '
ohf-Egs <%i this «sub^®at, area if the Israelis? cm their side
a co-ffpcfratl.va fsp.lslt. It iiisessa apubtful if I7Mted States

opinion in Wa«Magton realises th«s dapth of A«»b bittesnees or
th*? Icwig, patient encleatrrmr tlwt will fee needed to wrarccEss it.

bor the Ajnarioans nor th«-' J««7e new the Arabs flaw shc^wn
sa ?xsgre«ii of g*tle»3e In dealii^ with th« Psjl«3BtiBa ' ;« '
hitherto- Tlss teat that oa:n b® ©3i<2 ia that s stat® \

Off / o o
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kd.xssz.-y to t!s?5 c
".'•*• win iift't An Itsdf ?>roaa»:3« KKJG x«lati

ioft of relations.-..

5>c Whether tfee- Jtrnb States tslll CT«y be willing to
settle (fenm In h«ppy relationship vdth Xajpael asast t«u © setter for
rpecul fit :l arit. Gsw as.?* hawser aisle v/j.tt'KSi^ ftgalvaoatj.on t&at if th®y
is-re to do so t!v3J'0 i® 03,10 s»aae<nttal prj»»«gonflitjon
must definitely rencuae-® tha jsaJjiticioa tshioh ths-iy i&jtfrresn
be- OH. prs.KilaiF'lr-g fro?? the hwJfi-s-'fcopg <?OTTO Mis years atiwS
''•hair m<'#1©rfi.tafi -jj). tjjjgujjj'o^d iT-anoriti s swke no ssei'wt of
Jisabe otjrmo*; bo ©;tpe©t©d to on-opf ?^i;«J rdth cr fe®i smj ooofldende la
the stst© «f' lj?rae'j. so iOR,fj a,'.; ti»*,f ha'w® exwry :re-a.s«ii to suspect th<5

K srici tmlsscl ths v^>ole Jarsoli j>e;mi£tiOB of d®eigns to
tmnbi&v® to th« Till® i:> tao ureat and the Etsphr&tas OP

s:1 .in ^fe test, • F^dtnort ITohtisaffcl .Ail c«'«sc tol3 15® that
)"ir ?;ecl to him thst t should
trto o!r«i:1 the Htrcicn of guard ̂ Bg t'JK* Gis0g Canal » Tbat lie also
Trans ;1OT:t*sn «.s psrt ojf If^raeO. I
b© nv o*Goa worths? th« msPie wMlo suah srsbitloiSJ 01-* Ijarbonrefi by
tha moist si:;otefst>anlis3 of the l

or w(3e;t,T
>8 «rhl"jfc

em of tijs ®
is OH*? of tiw thrc-e jaa
fno0 I&r-ys'l «!?«% it teoom
psa^i -'»:it:Sa ttj?, iwigfoboiis's,, 1:be- otter
»ad >;h',3 t'fesi»'3 of thwa ar«s inter'ooKfxeot'
'3? t!» Israeli 10sdera>f tl» gf5?i®r®l p

grioinlt1????.! end irj5urii-srial^"ln

This qtMaHtiai a? Isr^e^l ierrftorf.®! smfc
ttt also t!»>

fsf Isrs.«l«- It
ean s»a,far SIP

to i
to m^t «mnfery s

t-lse

tbe f5.*2€;5 basjOB^is too gr«ei: fcr 1;
expend 5;fi.to -'fern? ii©iglsl5oxjri?i|s e

i« plan is
« if it is the

S'fi to th
thet ooaes

in Ita

7 » T5»r«: aj;-
to inpf.R.p oyi A"rjE-rio?,55. pol.lojv. Bn. tjje fljraf; ;p
ef tiw lbrlf;a.i Sfcatss C!-ov3jrEi!Epr-.'ft to Jcr-sep I@r
th^j vffjl 1?s ol^ESly sonc^tTieii with the t;<?pe of
I <lo not, knos?" i'? tfes tfnlte«'l Stat«a G-a
this p*x?blcsa3 b'st I lBi.aj!:ls,« tlnat evaji l:f c^fAoAia
aseroi^s'X, it wc«l5 hs^s littvls effeat ill
^eiigralc to Xsriiei 8r»<3 so ^RRrar^ a western.

Bo fsr a -3 orse aaa £*»a^ the .wi;lri sau^s-s of iKtai
aspE of S*j.'jn® '̂ aisd Austria axsS th» satellite states,

CB-ia-l^1 a small fl#5f fsta tb« Arn'o co«3itrle s« T?ie United Stut«a
oonoeivably 'be able? to do sasaetliitvs *o :bi©'aloatc fx T<^ste?r

displao-ad pc?x'aciKs but It IB clfSfcj? thet tto sfttelllts
j'stozal " to laser* a csleoe «iontare>l owr ths t^"^ *̂  Wdgrtmt

-(fe-:ill c« p-^3:,^dttoG to'leavo thuir oot*r?,t?i»o* It :tf>aks- -fessrefegis a a
b Tory scitilvo efforts will 1)0 if«qulr^5 to prs^^st t!» ma jsr part of

to

to -
sRu
tfes
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tlia
"-fftf iunvlgx'.-nrt B -'rC8J. I'f.ttO.lrUag tlss *sci?wasilst; ox*
s« I haw no 1 jv.ewle<j£6! ttfiat practical step a
srj States (rom»'j-;gf.®n£ or t'aa vrssfcaiT/i-n-dnfled
Is. mind in this resepfJot, '3u(- it ie olaarly a nuitter of

? iaupcwta.auaa It is elno -spor'th etaphaslgij^g that even if
'.iie \yoatern-ml5ide3 Isreslis regain In a jaijority In the o0untxy9
l;sxlr; i^ty not ivjcQssarD.y aain1;aia t:>i«m in powar« Cowmmistis
luvrt: little to leaxf?. .In tha ai't of taking over a country in
v-'hioh tb;|- ars in a zstnoriiy. 4 comparatively sraall number of
Tifjll fcrafua-ad end c3<jic mined jjioi^rs'its might suffice to de th«
ix-iok v-'ith th» assistarvse of tho er:;ren4sts already there. la
faot it my not be left to Israel to "go" fflCEsmujiieto Goirsamisaa
tV'iy I/© fortjeS upoorx hs.£ as.it bas be'-sa forosd. Tiposi oth*r

P-. 'i'ho ae-ooni nmtrier liikaly tc affect Annerloan
p«:'.ioy ie -feh® sgrioxatural and rbitJu^feffiai aevalopiasiit which
by »e«5d»dj, i'int ajeraiy to settle the tw*? iatalgrants,. Ijut to
tho e-sistiag eccsioi^/- ladopoM«nt of outside ®id« For t'nis the

is have ems teivjiia® asset In the ahape of th© dyneiai am which
so strong: en ap;>2al -fco'MfcV Xxs'v'ett^ Buft it is perraliselble

tlsat cl.yiiaialsR, lik© patr:;,G''5lsra, is not ©nougto« The
•;rle\v- eoniJi-anly L=»ld b;y uribiaasd p*srs<'Sie in th» M1341© East le that
tj.;.e ;^ioni»t adfs.ntv.:-?'̂  hua fyoia ,tl® *.-.tsrt depended on outsld*
)?.s-fsJL.Bi;ancs and oan aa^er b« :indoiton<"'0iit . of it9 ©t say rete vrithia
-5:rjr f -rentiers that cau poatvib.Yy rlw-h frora » fort.hooml»g »ettJeiae»tr
In oths.e the 0T Israel vd jjot be rlafel®« th»

n
Is;-

iQC-re optlraiotic will ndsidt -»Iiaf; pBeistantse will still fce required
fos- isc«J59 tiasa t:» eonu) arsrit that the tjevalopiaexit soh^m-aa which will
!»';> jv.-»ed*3d to settle i;he nevf inTrdgr&s^s will (SewRJttS a larger outlay
o.f ewapital thert the Issreelif! tfeea»8e^.iws» osin possibly pro'/irl®*
iruherto theij« aeedts liRTi'® b^en l»rgf;ly ia«* l>;f tfeo iTsws of America,
a«<* «?- qwoofeiori of enfoitending •.iEtt:;ox*i:;ars,oe 1» hov.r long they will be
preriai^a to go on carrying tliin iurc:sn» On thi« point the tJaited
B::»t«e M;J4ie8a<3c»r in. t'Jalro hclx^B r>©-« interesting ^iowa, -stoicli are
*.'*•> rfcly of j^epsot b«a.tu»e in a^dltirn. to beiag a hunxlroct per sent

sel-;;% he S^a? thrciugh sE&^ist:lon with tb« otesssi tograph
gosxl aoqucintanoe «i.th t:b.«s w= alt-fey /tericsn Jews..
oonvinoed thst onc.5® the arama has *bs«n talcan cwt of the

by the
Tfc)&r?3 will KO lang^r be a dsusaSo to n

san^ oor-fjlusion is sugg®st;atl in an interesting
"erfc-lcles in the l^icl is etex (psarclian v/biah henre aom* from

Mi»5 pan of Mr. Arthur Ko«$tl«2v He ele:baa to haw |je*n a supporter
of th« Sio»ist w.ov«a30r.t feu? tw.inty-li'V® yearn slid s<l(lr®saei3 his
•ac3vjlusica*s to the r/ssr.y thousaaias iK a siaillar situation, Tfiis. ia
M-hat b® writer:.-' "Hotf tlmt Tsra«l :ls Tidily eetablisdaad it rcsnains
;^'or iiwm to wish
.-•Mid ihsa ix fries

be

tiu-a cff
lurslr

tli« feps'

; v B * ^,.~~ ,,. ,,Sg. ,_ — jj — -,., — -- , . , . . . .. Wfl,

to n oowtiticn of viability r*ith tb» result ttot I»ra«l majf
a of p
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9o Oa© ot-m fc-ratjoa •^het.ba'fore tMs happened massy
streins and fitreeaea would ooe;urc !£he first ssovs would

be for the Israeli authorities to appeal to th«
teji Goveim*».t for direct aid., anfi wry possibly ttosy

wouM z^oeive It at «mr rate one®.. There has indeed already been
talk: of e loan fiots the S^oi^Iiurport Bank* Faits it is far
from certain that a r-ingla loan would be anoughj or Indeed
that anything mmM l>e enough but tha sarss ld«4 of regular
subfcidy which h&s taacl© the /iiordrat-experiment practicable
hithsrto, Israel wigm; oontsolvably find sane other sourv^Js
of capital, I would not even escolude CAis»o0 But mob
aouroes could hosxlly jreset the needs. Th© question is will

States Gas?«na^ant l>& prppax^d to irjaintftin Israel
or less. peK««5ont fxansionei*? ..And If not, hesr do

they hope to prevent bajikmiptoy fi^ loadine; to the very
they ere tsotermiiied to s-voia,, vir,»''the rise of - occttataaisaa

Tbare is no Btraightar read to"aoEmtuniaja then a
• end «ocn»aajlo

c: cEiffioulties ara also10,
llkelr to sharpen. Israel's territorial saibitionB* A country

- raetrioted, witkbv laarrow tsrritori&l -limits., with a
bursting with vitality ead su:.w'-mded by people of & tattdieval

. outlook; swollen alec? by lim^jrants for •?phg& it he a no room,,
is^fcounfi ia awy case'to oo^ai; itn neighbciira* leftfis« The urge
for mora "lebensrausf will bo still further increased if internal
difficulties ©rise within tho. state, What then will lb«3 the
attitude of the trait ed Ststms Gor*siisne^t? Will 'they, in order
to Jroep Israel r/ithic. their splwj.>s of influenoe, eupport this
polioy of saenifest d«et3.:j.y at Aj-^sb eacp^nstil? And. if so, hew can
tf»y hops at tise sas»? tts»3 tu hold tji«i waat<!i;T?. position* in t)^o
still moi*© vital Aral? oo*aatrlae? They will be te 9 (liffiovjlt
dileaaia' ants laight e^oa bs taaptec? to s®Iv® it bj bsofciTtg
to. the extant of putting her in possession of tho.Ire.qi
tfcfij 3|rIa3Q. au3 Lsbaiiss® soaa'S"-l:tofe- aacl tlm Suos Ganale
may e^<sn be scass Aiaerioans 'rtio w?:?ulrTi hop® that with BO greatly
extended 6 prtsniised lp.j5/3 scma of tb® Jews in th® Tlhited States
saight bw tcrjrjpted to esalgratsr,, T>ut it sftdma doubtful if evea
tho -%f©ric-3ns ar* sufficiaiitlj*' d.j'ftjsiaia f*cr BO oleen-out aad
drastic? a solution. All or«e can predict is that the Israa-lis

be quiolcly aware of the anxiety'of the Ujsited ^tetos
to keep them irithin 11»-'-wisstem fold and will not

miss the opportunities for "blaotoisli which this will offosrd them
both to the- financial end territorial epfeares*

11 o I may hare, jaention a ftirther view which is held
by .Mr. G-riffis« 5?biB is that the" pro—Jewish sentiments IIOVT
.ourraat in the limited Sta-fces could very easilj/ otengc ovarnight
if the Israelis wore';'to play their"asrds too forcibly. Through-
cat this Palastims ettibroglio It lies be»pn B ocnxoon ori.tioisiB of

Jews' thefc th«j haTis jjg^ar kuiOBn wh«re to step, ezsfl hava by
e* arroge.ru?S in saiooees aliorated 0r®c, their own supporters.

a©«aa to BSS tharefore son» poaaibili^ that by evening
thoi^ incnihe too wide either on r.;lis question of subeidl^s or of
territories! ©xparision tha;f might end l>y

>tntse/. • •<•
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States ao^enraenti awl publ£o« 5haa& tbat happon, tie la at
jvfcats of th© Middle 3aet would b« -srcs?e® ttej th» first.,
Isrs.sl would haw» bean 68tctbli*h»& mxl, having Cached tho
Halts of anwrloaa mpport., waM turn neituratty to Ttassia.
i'Jio Arabs on their side wttld ha TO been sliarated by the
ttupport giwn to TRrc,el before tbs break oarae,. ssiH W3 ma
the Araerieans would then bars lest our whole position in ths
Middle East,, Jet father of Ir, '.^olotov's <3raaras would
haw oorae t:cU80

12U Ther$ In a final point to v/hioh I would draw
ftt'fcontion<> ifro Levitt speaks •vaguely of tho n«ed to orientate

-westvsarde, 8&t is l:.c content with ths iiisrftlly negatiw
of kespteg Israel froa Hllji'og 5,teelf with ^ovi«t guasia?

fe? hop® for sous poeitlT® assistance oa the Israoli side?
ll fete? osdstrbig traati-ss whioh wu have ocaoluded with th»

> states, end jji all ths prospecrtiw treaties of vdiioh there
been talk, w'$ hove t»kon th® line that tli«y naisf contain

gtTiiig uis certain coi^qrete fnoiliti©s0 A mere
of saifeaal friosdehip and support -spcaia be? ^uite uocloas.

it seams idgiay Improbable that Tsraol irosiia be prepared to
an ano4ya» .agreenie-nt plaoixig har in the wsetern

omsfff l«t alone a trsaty providing fop oonor-st* faoilitiea.
T>i-v, ViTfjisn-isiXij.j, the moat T/ostera-ffiiaclea of Israall stat*«aaa,
is sported fe tlse "Tlaes" of January 13th, to here .said that
:,'fcr;.\'.el "'.v-j^tea to rc^ajin a sjjeut*ral count ry« To acouse it of
fcmag tj»o ally or puppet, of Russia against the wwst, or of being
the ally of the weatam clemooreoios figainst. the eest WSE aqually
w'bisurde, * Neutrality would of course fee bettsr than an Israel
an. the soiamimiet eejap0 But it would be far from meat ing our

'O« • I fasr that^ while I hava posed a nusnber of
questioas I heir© mada no attest to aiiJ^fgjr thasn, and I hops that
i;hoK<3.to Trtiom I am g«ndifig copies of this . despatch ^ill crf*fer
their contributions* -KosswMle I do not feal able to do isosw
'than offer one or tv^o suggestions. First, a» a matter of
gaasral principle, 1 do not believe (end I think wy vi«jir ia
shared 'bj the majority of pe-ople who hove 'had dealings with the
Xsi-aelia) tbat ths Israeli problem can ba cursd by kindness alone.
She reepons© of the Jews to appeasement, seems to be the earn* as
that of the Gentians, They ' merely beoorao WQ&B arrogant* Thoee
who hava to deal isrith Israel r«Hl need to be firm as well os
conciliatory,, .

'i>'t« Secondly I sag nest that we tai^ht stisaulste the
States GovenRatent, who hove constituted themsolves tho

<£ Israel, to thir»k out rather more deeply vAiere they
to go. We ooulfi givs? tbaai such evideises as we have and may

obtain of r-oviet de«ig«.s ia Isr&el and eadee'Kiur to oonrinoe them
tbat until there are ajuoh stror^er grounds thsn exist at prasftat
for believing that tbosa designs} oan bo safely ii^nored or easily

it would ba folly to allow lonicl to extend ite
or irif'lusno® v»sry widely over ths Kiddle East* It

/should...««,
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£fixn-l>i just es^ipa ;he Ayjericany tmt oaauiMKiSK
jxriSr^'.-iicS in a :foxv.i Ei-iia'ble f-;*i:4 Arab osmauffiptia*} appsale
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INWARD SAYING TELEGRAM

Confidential Bag Diplomatic Distribution

From BM.E.O. (Cairo) to Foreign Office
Sir J. Troutbeck
(No. 25. Saving)
8th March, 1949 Eeceived 10-30 a.m., llth March, 1949

Repeated, Saving, to Bagdad, Beirut, Damascus, Amman, Jedda, Jerusalem,
Washington, United Kingdom Delegation, New York, Rome and Cairo.

I have so far seen no reaction on the part of the Arab States to the Security
Council's resolution on the admission of Israel to the United Nations or to the vote
given by the United Kingdom delegate. I hope, however, they will realise that we
did for them the best we could do in the circumstances since we have declared our
intention not to exercise our veto in cases of this nature. They will, however,
inevitably be on the watch for the line we take when the question comes before
the Assembly.

2. At the forthcoming meeting of the Assembly two questions- will arise
which acutely concern the Arab States. In addition to Palestine there will be the
question of the Italian colonies. On this I note from your Sayingram to Rome,

"jTfc75"-"-~ No. 92, that we have now told the Italians that we have no objection in principle to
their eventual return to Tripolitania and that our only concern is that it should not
be forcibly opposed by the local population. We hope that the opposition of the
latter may in due course be overcome by what is described in your telegram to Rome,

__ _ No. 384, as a policy of appeasement. I venture to suggest, however, that the matter
,J mo.<) is larger than one of persuading the local politicians. It is a question on which

the independent Arab States are likely to feel very strongly, whatever success we
may achieve locally.

3. As regards the admission of Israel to the United Nations, it is quite clear
that this must come some time, and I have no doubt that it will in fact come
during the forthcoming Assembly meeting. But the Arab States will surely have
good grounds for seeking our support in arguing that Israel should at least not be
admitted at a time when she has not yet accepted two of the important principles
laid down by the United Nations for a peace settlement, viz., the internationalisa-
tion of Jerusalem and the return of the refugees to their homes. If they go further
and argue that she should not be admitted until a peace settlement has actually
been concluded and the frontiers fixed, they might lay themselves open to the
charge that they were in effect claiming a power of veto over Israel's admission.
But they have a perfect right to contend that Israel must at least accept the
principles of settlement already laid down by the United Nations before she can
be admitted as a member of that body. Unless we give them our full support to
that extent, they will, I think, have a very legitimate grievance against us.

4. I have an impression, which may be quite mistaken, of a feeling in London
that the Arab States have behaved so foolishly over Palestine and are in any case
now so demoralised that their views and aspirations may be ignored. If so, I
think we are being short-sighted. Unless the whole Arab movement fades out and
the Arab States decline into insignificance or even chaos—which must be the last
thing we would wish to see—they surely have to be reckoned with. They may be
fatalists, but I should be surprised if they will forget all about Palestine or
Tripolitania if the decisions on these issues go against them. Neither the Jews
nor the Italians are in any case likely to let them do so. In both cases a perpetual
sore will remain and, in so far as we may have been responsible for creating it,
our position in the Arab world will suffer. It seems a particularly bad moment
for flouting Arab sentiment when we are about to start a new drive for economic
development in the Arab countries. According to the draft paper sent to me by
Mr. Burrows on 22nd February it is our intention to take the lead in this matter-
on the ground that we are the only country in which the Arabs to-day have confi-

S dence. Such confidence will be lost if we give them reason to believe that we are
I either too feeble or too treacherous to have any regard for their interests. The

line we adopt at the Assembly meeting both over the admission of Israel to the
United Nations and the return of Italy to Tripolitania is likely to be regarded by .a
the Arab States as a touchstone of our whole attitude towards them. <>. *"
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TELEGRAM FROM UKDEL NEW YORK TO FOREIGN ffiFICE. Political.

DESPATCHED: 18th March 1949.-

p-3771

EN CLAIR
(BY CONFIDENTIAL BAG)

Sir T. Shone.
No, 129vSaving.
18th March 1949.

4

Repeated to: Beirut No, 16 Saving; ' '" • :

Bagdad N o , 16 Saving; . ' . - . .
DamascuaoHb. 1% Saving; • ,-'
Haifa No, 9 Saving; ;
Cairo No, 12 Saving;
Amman No, 14 Saving; '
Jedda No,22 Saving;
Jerusalem No.22 Saving; •
B.M.E.O. Cairo No. 17 Saving;
WashingtonNo,709Saving,

CONFIDENTIAL. \

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No,129 Saving
of 18th March, repeated for information-Saving to:
Beirut. Bagdad, Damascus,'Haifa , Cairo, Annan,- Jedda,
Jerusalem, B,M,,E.O, -Cairo, Washington, s .,

B.M.E.O.-telegram to you No.25 Saving /of 8th March/,;
/ " * k

Arab States and admission of Israel to the UnitedNations^" • • " " - ,
\

I have no doubt that Sir John Troutbeck is 4?,ight .
in saying that this is one- of the matters before the, ';
Assembly which the Arabs will regard as a touchstone of our
attitude towards then; and I imagine that in their present
discomfiture/they are likely to bear resentment for any action
by His Majesty's Government which falls short of their
expectations of support for their attitude towards Israel,
I am not so^uro, however, that the Irabs - whatever nay
be the case with other States « will have a "very legitimate
grievance'1 against us if 'we fail to withhold our support
from Israel's application until it is clear that she
intends to abide by,the principles of settlement laid down bythe United Nations,

2, It should not, !• submit, be forgotten that, as pointed;;b\it in paragraph 4 of my despatch No, 18 of March 10th, the
fundamental principle of settlement 1-aid down by the United
Nations.in regard to Palestine was the resolution of
November 29th,'1947, which the Arab invasion of Palestine
was expressly designed to overthrow and which the Arabs
presumably still do not recognise (cf. Azzain pasha's remark

, reported in paragraph 5 of B.M.E.O. telegram No,24 Saving
L-/of March 4th/). It is true that neither the Security
Council nor the Assembly have^at any time taken steps to'
enforce that resolution or to'censure the Arabs' defiance of
it, and that the various truce resolutions of the Security
Council have not discriminated on this ground between
Israel end its opponents. But the inference from this would
seem to bo that the United Nations has accepted the position

9 ' , /that* . !

j
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that its "preferred solution" of -1947 is not sacrosanct and.
could be modified by the fortunes of war (subject to the
provisions of the truce, agreements) and by such
negotiations as might take place between the parties under
its auspices,

\
3. In any case, the Assembly decisions of 1948 regarding

Jerusalem and the Arab refugees are certainly not more
sacred than its decisions of 1947, The proposal to
internationalise Jerusalem indeed goes back to the 1947
resolutions and the refugee problem is to a large extent
the result of the Arab attack on the 1947 settlement by
propaganda and by force of arms before and since the
termination of the Mandate.

4. It may be recalled that in the Security Council
debate on the'Mediator »s proposals of July last for the
modification of the 1947 settlement (under which^ inter •
alia? Jerusalem was to go to the .Arabs, with municipal"
autonomy for the Jews and special arrangements for the Holy
Places), Sir A, Cadogan in expressing general approval of
those proposals took the line that the Meditator had not
been appointed to enforce the resolution,of November 1947
but to "promote a peaceful adjustment" on the basis
of the fact that it had not been possible 'to enforce that'
solution* Similarly,i His Majesty's Government have never
withdrawn their support from vthe candidature of ̂ ransJordan
for membership of the United Nations despite the prominent
part which that country has taken in opposition to the
Assembly resolution of 1947, ,

5t There is, of course, a wide difference between such
changes as might be secured under United Nations auspices
and a unilateral attempt to thwart the Assembly's
recommendations, such'as was undertaken by the Arab League

_ in May last and such as may nov/ be meditatdd by Israel,
And I do not suggest that we are wrong in determining our
attitude towards the Israeli application by the indications
which exist of Israeli intentions vis-a-vis the decisions
of the .Assembly and Security Council, This is, indeed, a
similar principle to the one we have adopted in dealing
with the applications of such countries as Hungary and
Bulgaria. But I would suggest that in applying this principle
we should not allow ourselves either to be unduly influenced
by fears, v/hich may possibly prove exaggerated, of
Arab reactions, or to'offer any corroboration to those at tho
United Nations and elsewhere who accuse us of applying a '
"double standard" to the Israelis and the Arabs respectively,

6, Another point which, I submit, deserves consideration •
in regard to Israel's application is that her admission would,
by virtue of Article 25 of the Charter, strengthen the legal
obligation of Israel to carry out United Nations decisions.
This may be of importance, since, as pointed out in your
/tcl°Srnm to Jerusalem No, 192 of February 16th. it is at least
'doubtful whether Israeli designs on Jerusalem can be
challenged on legal grounds. It is true that Article 2 (6)
of the Charter already empowers the Organisation to ensure
that non-members shall act in accordance with its principles •
"so far as may be necessary for tho maintenance of
international peace and security"5 but this Article cannot
in itself oblige a non^member State to conform to each and
every recommendation which may be formulated by tho Security
Council, let alone the Assembly, While, however, the point

/about
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about Article 25 is v/orth bearing in mind, 'I have naturally
no illusions as to the weight which legal considerations
of this kind are likely to carry v/ith the Israeli Government,
particularly in the circumstances to which I have drawn\
attention.in paragraphs 2 to 4 above, '

No. of copies ~ 54 .• DISTRIBUTION.
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INVERSATION WITH ADMIRAL CONOLLY

TOP SECRET

I lunched to-day at his invitation with
Admiral Conolly, who has recently returned from
several days' discussion at Tobruk with the Anglo-
American team planning for the defence of the
Middle East. Mr. Lewis Jones was present.

Admiral Conolly said that he was looking forward
to a further visit to To"bruk from May 3rd to 8th, to
carry matters a stage further.

Four principal points of interest arose:-

(1) I asked Admiral Conolly whether in the
course of the planning so far any factors
had arisen which might tend to modify one
way or another the present Anglo-American
thinking that the security of the Middle
East is of essential importance "both to us
and to the Americans.

: Admiral Conolly said.that nothing had so
far arisen to cause him to modify or question
his present views, which were already known to
me. He said (as he has previously) that in
his view the West had suffered a major reverse
in China. (His actual word was "debacle")•
We could ill afford to see this followed by
additional reverses in the Indian Ocean, and
he particularly mentioned India and Pakistan.
Still less could we afford to lose the Middle
Bast. If we lost the Middle East we should
"crash". It would be fifteen years before we
could recover our position there, and indeed
we should probably never do so. He was convinced
that we must do our best to hold it, and to do
this it might be necessary to make considerable
effort and contributions. He had been glad to
hear from Field Marshal Slim that the Egyptians
were being somewhat more forthcoming. It was
urgently desirable to secure at least a temporary
settlement in Palestine^ so that we could con-
centrate on closer relations with the whole region.
He wanted to bring Turkey into defence planning as
well as other Middle Eastern countries.

(2) Admiral Conolly went on to say that he had been
thinking about the desirability of a Mediterranean
Pact after the Atlantic Pact. Besides the United
States and the United Kingdom, he thought it might
include Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Egypt, the Lebanon and Israel, in fact the
Mediterranean Powers strictly speaking. I pointed
out the obvious difficulties of this concept,
particularly duplication with the Atlantic Pact
at the Western end of the Mediterranean, the drawing
of an artificial line of division through the
Middle East at the other end, and the omission of
Persia, Saudi Arabia and Iraq, which were the main
oil-producing countries. He seemed to appreciate

/these
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(3)

these considerations, and ended "by saying that
he had no fixed views "but was casting about
in his mind for methods of increasing the sense
of security in the area. In any case he felt
sure it would be unwise to attempt anything until
after ratification of the Atlantic Pact, which
might be in June.

Admiral Conolly said that the United States
Ambassador at Tehran and the United States Charge"
d1 Affaires in Moscow were sending somewhat dis-
turbing appreciations of the probable Soviet
reactions to the Atlantic Pact. They thought
this might take the form of a serious war scare,
coupled with a further offer to discuss Germany.
The most obvious and probable choice of scene
for the war scare would be Persia, and they
thought that some Russian move there might take
place at any moment. Admiral Conolly himself
thought that the possibility ought to be reckoned
with.

I said to Admiral Conolly that speaking entirely
personally I thought there was one step which
might be taken which would have even greater value
than a Mediterranean or Middle East Pact in encour-
aging and stiffening the determination of Medi-
terranean. and Middle East Powers, namely if the
United States were to agree to take the Trusteeship
for Tripolitania. Admiral Conolly reacted eagerly
and said that I was speaking to the converted. He
had himself advocated this strongly to Washington.
He thought it was not absolutely impossible that
the Americans would take it. Mr. Lewis Jones
thought that as time went by this possibility would
increase, and again speaking personally considered
that this was a strong argument in favour of post-
ponement. Admiral Conolly then asked firstly whether
we could not press the State Department more strongly,
and secondly whether we could not induce other
Powers to propose or support the idea, whether
direct with the United States Government or at the
Assembly. He seemed to think that Greece and Turkey
might be willing to do so. He also said that there
was doubt in Washington whether the proposal, if
made, would obtain a two- thirds majority. I said
we were inclined to think that on this issue the
Assembly would divide on the lines of the Slavs v.
the Rest, and if so a majority would be obtained.
But it was, of course, impossible to be certain.
Admiral Conolly went on to say that among deterrent
factors in Y/ashington was probably a feeling that
the Americans did not possess the "know-how" or
personnel with the training and experience required.
He asked whether we should be willing either to
continue to administer 'the territory for say six
months or a year until an American team could be
collected, and also whether we could make expert
personnel available temporarily whether on loan or
on secondment,,
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The Minister of State might like to
discuss (!}•) with the Secretary of State
"before they leave. It is worth considering
whether we should follow up any of Admiral
Conolly's suggestions a"bout Tripolitania.
They were, of course, made in informal and
personal conversation and commit no one but
himself.

23rd March,

Copy sent to:
Minister of State
Mr. I. Mallet
Mr. Shuckburgh
Mr. Brain
Mr. Burrows
Mr. Baternan
Sir Gladwyn Jebb
Mr. Dening
Mr. Makins
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C'-i-'Ms telegram is of particular secrecy and should be retained
by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

Cypher/OTP DIPLOMATIC DISTRIBUTION

FROM BEIRUT TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Mr. Houstoun Boswall,
No. 176

D. 6.47 p.m. 26th Marchfl%9.

R. 7.50 p.m. 26th March, 1%9.

Repeated to Damascus,
Amman,
Jerusalem,
Cairo,
B.M.K.O.(Cairo),
Jedda Saving,
Washington Saving,
UKDEL New York Saving,
Home Saving,

SECpT

Addressed to Foreign Office No. 176 of 26th March.
repeated for information to Damascus, Amman, Jerusalem,
Cairo,' B.M.E.G.(Cairo) and Saving to Jedda, Washington,
UKDEL New York and Rome. ( v ̂ y /(. ?£./(<--

B.M.E.O.(Cairo) telegram N®, 25 Saving. Lebanese
reaction t© United Kingdom delegates attitude to Security
Council resolution on admission of Israel was most favourable
and the Secretary General for Foreign Affairs went out
of his way to pay tribute to Sir Terence Shone's stand,
arranging proper publicity to be given to it in the press.

2. I agree the Arabs will watch our attitude at the
forthcoming meeting of the Assembly of United Nations very
closely as regards the admission of Israel and the Italian
Colonies. It is often said here that the question of
Israel's admission to United Nations was a powerful weapon
in our hands which should be used in the event of the Jews
continuing to flout the decisions of United Nations and to
produce specious excuses: 'for doing so when called in
question. It is hoped here too that the influence of the
Vatican and Catholic countries will be brought to bear when
the question of admission of the Jews to membership of United
Nations is considered. Incidentally, Turkish member of
the Conciliation Commissi©n has also mentioned this weapon
to me deploring what he regarded as a serious divergence
of opinion between His Majesty's Government and the United
States Government on the whole Palestine problem. In fact
he as good as said that he would do exactly what His Majesty's
Government required if only he knew what that was.

~ 1©4 « 3. As regards/...

fei
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Beirut telegram M©. 176 to Foreign Office.

- 2 -
4*

3. .As regards Trip©litanit it is, I submit, imp©rtant
that the views ©f the Arab states and not ©nly the
politicians of Tripolitania should be taken carefully l

into consideratien (c.f. paragraph 7 of my despatch No. 22) .f
My Italian c©lleague has been busy here and there is a
report that he has been speaking in t erms of the new state
being in relations with the Arab League (this may mean
membership) as well as having a treaty with the Italians.
The Italian Minister is als© believed to have left a document
on the subject embodying his Government's ideas at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs but I have not been able to see it yet.

-U In my ©pini©n it would create an unfortunate
effect ©n Arab states if the Italians were t© govern the
country during interim period. They would, like the Minister
of State, wonder why any change was necessary. Moreover,
the Arab States have far more c©nfidence in us than they have
in the Italians. But if transition from the present to
the new independent regime which is envisaged could be
effected smoothly and with©ut the reintroduction ©f Italian
administrators the result would be probably much the same
as that foreshadowed by Brigadier Clayton in his letter ©f
February 21st, 19J«.8 to Burrows. ,j,,.,,,, ,̂  ',);,

Foreign Office pass t© Washington and UKDEL New
York as my telegrams Nos. 19 and 24 Saving respectively.

[Repeated Saving to Washington and UKDEL Mew York].

QQQQQ
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[This telegram j.8 of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]

Cypher/ore
Secret.

POLITICAL DISTRIBUTION

PROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO BEIRUT

D. 2.00 p.m. 29th March, 194-9No. 219
28th March,

And to: Damascus No.

Repeated to Washington No. 3444
B.M.E.O. ( Cairo )No.
Amman No. 86 Saving
Jerusalem 139 Saving
Bagdad 1 1 9 Saving
Jedda 1 38 Saving
Cairo 154 Saving
Paris ?~o?47ork Saving V--Q.
UKDl'.L New York 528 Saving.

SECRET

Addressed to Beirut telegram No, 219 of 28th March
and to Damascus No. 194. Repeated for information to
Washington, B.M.E.O. (Cairo), and Saving to Amman,
Jerusalem, Bagdad, Jedda, Cairo, Paris, and United
Kingdom Delegation New York.

Beirut telegram No. 119 [of March 4th: Israel
and Levant States].

Syrian Minister who has just returned from a short
visit to Damascus tells us that he was shown a record
of one of the meetings in the Israel -Lebanon Armistice
discussions at which the Israel representatives had
suggested a political and military alliance between
the Lebanon, Syria and Israel. They said that these
three countries could raise between them an army of
five hundred thousand men which would enable them to
protect their neutrality. They suggested there was no
need to ask the United States and European countries
for war material since Israel could supply all the
needs of Syria arid the Lebanon.

2. The Syrian Minister said that the Syrian
Government had not been impressed with the suggestion
since they had no confidence in Israel's intentions.

7 7 7 7
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TOP SECRET

E 61^5/1026/65

No. 15U

FOREIGN OFFICE. S.W.I

20th May, 19̂ 9

POLICY TOWARDS ISRAEL

Mr* Bevin to Sir J. Troutbeck, Cairo

Sir,

I have received and read with interest your despatch
No, 2 of 2Uth January concerning the State Department's
views' on Anglo-American relations with Israel, and I have
now been able to consider also the comments on this despatch
which I have received from other missions*

2. His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington has
pointed out in a despatch which has not been circulated to
other posts that in the conversations between himself
and Mr. Lovett on 12th January the United States Government
were primarily concerned with the particular problem of
Palestine^ and he agrees that they were not on that
occasion looking beyond this problem to the very real
dangers and difficulties in the more distant future to
which you drew attention. Such indications as Sir
Oliver Franks has of United States policy lead him to
believe that the United States Government would oppose
by all available diplomatic means any attempt on the
part of the Israelis to expand outside their frontiers,
once the parties had reached agreement on thoao frontiers and
tho settlement had boon endorsed by the United Nations. Thetfe
wore signs that tho United Statos Government migh-t in tho future be
IOBC responsive to domestic* Zionist pressure and thoy still
hold similar views to our own about tho general strategic
ploture in tho Eaotom Hoclltorittxnean and tho Middle Eaat and
about tho noed for stability in all tho countries in thc.t area.

3, Sir Oliver Franks is inclined to agree with the
views expressed to you by Mr. Griffiths that the collection
of funds in the United States for Israel may begin to fall
off once "the drama is taken out of the^ Palestine question"
and that the pro-Jewish trend which at present prevails
in the United States cannot be considered permanent*
He also agrees that the Administration have not given
careful thought to the dangers and difficulties which the
infection of Israel into the Middle East will cause, and
he welcomes your suggestion that the whole situation
should be discussed with the United States Government.
He throws out the suggestion that some American experts
might be attached to the British Middle East Office in
order to facilitate the co-ordination of a programme
of assistance and advice in the field, and to induce in
the United States Government a greater awareness of the
practical problems which have to be faced with all
their ramifications. The concluding paragraph of
Sir Oliver Frank's despatch, referring to the
desirability of concerting Anglo-United States policy in
the Middle East runs as follows:-

|

"The time may well be approaching when such a
common policy is possible of achievement. But we
shall need to choose our time with care, I doubt

/ whether
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whether any proposal on our part for such talks would
commend itself to the State Department or if agreed
by them, be likely to produce results so long as the
prospects of a Palestine settlement remained as doubtful
as they are at present. As you know, the United
States Government are now taking the line that the
parties and the United Nations Conciliation Commission
must be left as free as possible to try to work out
whatever settlement can be found. So long as that
remains their position they would be apt to regard
with reserve any proposals for comprehensive talks
and would be reluctant to commit themselves at all
clearly if the talks were held* But so soon as a
settlement appears to be in sight, I should recommend
that we lose no time in proposing a frank exchange of
views over the whole field".

k* I shall be glad of your comments on the proposal
for the attachment of American experts to the British
Middle Bast Office. As regards the possibility of an
exchange of views with the United States Government, we
have already begun to cliscuse certain aspects of the
future of our Middle East policy with the Americans in
the course of conversations with Mr. McGhee of the State
Department and with Mr. McCloy of the International Bank
(a member of the staff of the United States Embassy
being present at the latter discussion )on future policy
with regard to Arab refugees and on general questions of
economic development. I hope that these discussions will
be actively continued* As regards the more general
exchange of views mentioned by Sir Oliver Pranks, I agree
with him that the time has probably not yet come for this,
but we should constantly bear in mind the desirability of
having such an exchange at the ̂ earliest convenient time,

5. Final conclusions on the policy 'to be adopted with
regard to Ara"b-Israeli relations in the framework of the
general Anglo-American policy for the Middle East will
only appear as a result of an exchange of views with the
United States Government of the kind proposed above.
Meanwhile it may be useful to set out here the following
provisional conclusions and considerations which have
suggested themselves to us as the most important of
those on which such final conclusions will be based.

• 6. Our general objective must be to have cordial and
intimate relations with all the States of the Middle East
including the Arab States and Israel, to see them formally
Joined to the Western group of States opposed to Soviet
aggression and infiltration and co-operating among
themselves &o as to promote stability and prosperity of
the Middle East area as a whole. Some of the obstacles
to the achievement of this objective are the present
Israeli policy of neutrality as between East and West,
the excessively bad relations existing and likely to
exist for some time between Israel and the Arab States,
the possibility of Israeli territorial or economic
expension, the dis-unity of the Arab States and their
extremely low social and economic standards. It must

/ be
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"be our*aim to remove as many as possible of these obstacles.
Israel's position as between East and West will depend
largely on the play of internal political forces which we
shall not, at any rate to begin with, be able to influence
except in the most indirect manner. We may, however, have
good opportunities to use our influence in favour of

. co-operation between Israel and the Arab States beginning
with economic matters in which each will stand to gain
from a common approach to the inany problems which will
confront them. One of the difficulties to be faced, is
that if and when a stable territorial settlement is
reached in Palestine Israel's expansionist activities will
no doubt be diverted to the economic field, and we can
expect to see an energetic drive to take a hand in economic
development and trade outside the boundaries of Israel.
It seems not at all impossible that this conception of
Israel as the instrument of progress and development
throughout the Middle East may appeal to many quarters in
America who cannot .adapt themselves to the slower tempo
of Arab thought. We shall have to , steer a difficult
course in order to avoid on the one hand appearing to
obstruct genuine Israeli efforts to improve their trade
and commerce to the benefit also of other neighbouring
States, and on the other hand to check the tendency which
will almost certainly he present on the part of certain
Israelis to secure thorough-going economic and later
political penetration of the whole of the Middle East.
We must certainly not be too negative, or all developments
of this kind will necessarily assume an anti-British
flavour. Moreover, there is no reason why considerable
advantage to the whole Middle East should not result from
the establishment of higher standards of social and
economic organisation in Israel which may serve as a spur
to greater efforts in this direction in other States.

7. The expansion of Israeli political influence
would be parTicuiarly dangerous if Israel's general
orientation in world politics remaind as it is now, since
this might well result in the spreading into other parts
of the Middle East of the idea of neutrality between tho
eastern and western blocs which inar̂ r of the Arab States
seem already to have abandoned,,

8. The question of any grouping of Mediterranean
or Middle Eastern States either among themselves alone
or joined to certain of the Western Powers is one that
is arousing considerable speculation but on which no
firm expression of our views can yet be given. If such an
idea were to come near fruition the ideal would be that
any such grouping should include both Israel and the Arab
States, The prospect of this seems far removed at present
and it must be one of our objectives not only to bring
Israel to a recognition of the advantages of the western
orientation but at the same time probably to pave the
way for the acceptance by the other Middle East States
of Israeli participation. It will be interesting in this
connexion to discover the United States Government's
reaction If, as seems just possible, the Arab States are
willing to enter into a "Western Group" whereas Israel

/ IB
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is not willing to do so for fear of abandoning her position
of neutrality. It must also always be borne in mind that
if for any reason we are faced with the position of having
to choose between Israel and the Arabs our overriding
interest must be to do our utmost ,to preserve our position
In the Arab countries.

9. I fear that it may be felt that the above
considerations do not give all the practical guidance
which will be required by His Majesty's representatives
in dealing with the many aspects of this problem with
which they will be faced in coming months. The answer
can only be that, subject to the general principles
suggested above, each case will probably have to be
judged on its merits and we shall be unable, at least
until the future trend is clearer than at present, to lay
down any hard and fast line by which all questions at issue
can automatically be settled.

10. I am sending copies of this despatch to His
Majesty's representatives at Washington, Cairo, Bagdad,
Beirut, Damascus, Jedda, Amman, and to the United Kingdom
Delegation at New York.

I have, &c.

ERNEST BEVIN

.'
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Israel and British Policy in the Middle East

On January 12th His Majesty's Ambassador had discussions <
I with the State Department about Palestine which he reported

in his telegrams Nos. 2k&, and 2U7. The -State<Department made
it clear that their approach to the Palestine question was
very different from that-'of His Majesty'̂  Government, although
the United States Government "were just"as convinced as His
Majesty's Government of the importance of the Near East in
the overall Anglo-American strategic position." Briefly,
the Americans:- .

(a) Did not regard the maintenance of land communications
between Egypt and the rest of the Arab world via the
southern Negeb as pf 'primary importance. iThey .-
preferred to see a friendly State of-Israel
established ;in the Negeb. ' =• '' • -; - '• ••

(b) Wished to ensure at all costs that Israel sh-ould
look to the West and not to>the East and considered
that His Majesty s Government's policy of containing

. t h e Israelis ran the risk*.vof permanently estranging
them. ' M. - • » ' • ' • t • • •

These telegrams showed that the-United States Government
were concentrating on reaching.a solution of the Palestine
problem in a vacuum without giving overmuch thoughtvto the
consequences in the Arab .world.{\ It. was, in a way"a relief to'
receive a clear statement of divergent opinion from the
United St&̂ s Government after months of equivocation, but ' *
the Americah line of thought was revealed as limited and >:'
optimistic. - ' • •'.; . ^ _L^I$-' -'"•'<•' ' •

These Washington telegrams elicited comments" from the
British Middle.East-Office in the shape of Slr.J. Troutbeckle
despatch No. 2 of January 2Uth. This despatch invited and !i*
received comments from a number of other-posts andHhe*papers .'
are well worth reading., ,,In view-of their length,' however, it
may be convenient to .summarise them .as-follows:r ^

Sir J. Troutbeck points out"that the Americans'are undulv
?he J™« L?^ *hex

re-establishment of good relations between
the Jews and the Arabs,; even after a peace settlement's reached.
The Israeli State wm-be expansionist. Such immigrants as
may.reach Israel fr̂ behind the,Iron Curtain will^probably
be picked communists.- The State of Israel will not be viable
and American funds will be,gin to dry up once "the drama is -
taken out_of the Palestine^question.« - Are the United States
prepared^to maintain Israel as-a pensioner in order to avoid
the growth of .communism in conditions of financial and
economic collapse? Such conditions would moreover exacerbate
the Jewish urge to expand. And Israeli neutrality, though
better than communism, would hardly-meet our strategic needs.

, Sir J. Troutbeck recommends: • "•

(l) That we do not accept the view that the Israeli
problem can be cured by kindness. Firmness is
just as necessary; • ',

(ii) that we should stimulate the United States1 Government
to think more careful'ly where' they want to «W
bearing in mind, that there is just as fertile ground
for^communism in the Arab'states as in Israel.

/ V " ' """ ~ S~
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(iii) that we shouldt continue to give primary importance
to relations lAiHthe Arab States and should begin
seriously to work for sound defence agreements
with them.

His Majesty's Consul-General at Jerusalem has commented
as follows on the British Middle East Office despatch. We
now see that the American attitude over Palestine is based
not only on internal political considerations but on a logical
line of reasoning (whether mistaken or not) to the effect that
a Jewish State in the Middle 'East is likely to prove a stronger
bulwark against communism than can be formed out of the Arab
States. The American outlook on this pioneer immigrant State
is bound to be different from the British, in view of recent
American experience in assimilating large numbers of immigrants.
The Americans can also point to the bad record of the Arabs
in conducting their own case and co-operating amongst each
other. In the circumstances a joint Anglo-American policy is
required to prevent both Israel and the Arab States from going
communist. Israeli expansionism could be controlled by a firm
Anglo-American policy, and, owing to American inexperience and
volatility in foreign affairs, it is Sir Hugh Dow1s opinion
that His Majesty's Government might eventually wield greater
influence in Israel than the United States Government "without
any abandonment of our primary aims of supporting and
strengthening the Arab States".

His Majesty's Minister at Damascus comments that the
Syrian Government are more frightened of Israeli expansion
than of communist contagion and that they will continue to
take military precautions against Israelis.

His Majesty's Minister at Beirut agrees generally with
Sir J. Troutbeck and suggests that the United States Government
should be left in no doubt as to the very real danger which
will arise if Israel expands its sovereignty or influence widely
over the Middle East. Our object, should be to persuade the
United States Government to underwrite British policy in the
Middle East and we should resist any temptation to divide the
area into British and American zones of influence.

His Majesty's Ambassador at Bagdad supports Sir J. Troutbeck p (
and advocates the three following steps:- rutfcf—

(i) The early de-limitation of Israeli frontiers.

(ii) The resumption of supplies of arms under our treaties
with Iraq and Egypt.

\

rf

(iii) In co-operation with the United Sta1̂ , the economic
development of the Arab countries.

Sir T. Shone has certain comments on Sir J. Troutbeckfs
despatch arising out of what he describes as the climate of
opinion at the United Nations. Briefly, the United Nations
organisation is favourable to the Jews and takes a low view
of the Arab States'incursion into Palestine on the double
grounds that it was wrong and had failed. Sir T. Shone points
out that the United Kingdom are thought at the United Nations
to have been biased in this matter in favour of the Arabs. He
advocates a closer co-ordination of policy with the United States.

H

/Finally
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T Finally, His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington, while
^ conceding many of the points made by Sir J. Troutbeck,

suggests that further steps in the direction of educating
the United States administration should be postponed until
a Palestine settlement is more clearly in view. Strategic
discussions with the United States Government about the
Middle Bast should be resumed as soon as "a settlement
appears to be in sight". Meanwhile the Conciliation
Commission should be given a clear run.

No doubt this major problem of policy will be considered
by Sir J. Troutbeck, in the light of the comments he has
received, when he comes to work at the Foreign Office. It
seems to me that the general recommendations he has made,
as qualified by Sir Oliver Franks, represent the policy we
should adopt. I should point out that, although it will
probably be necessary to defer political and strategic
discussions with the Americans until things have worked
themselves out a little more in Palestine, it may be
desirable at an earlier date to discuss with Washington the
American help which will have to be given to the Arab
refugees a_nd the Arab States which are harbouring them.
The American attitude towards the refugees will be a test
case. The administration will have to shake themselves
free of Zionist influence if they are going to be prepared
to provide ,or encourage such bodies as the World Bank or /
the Export-Import Bank to provide^the funds which alone
will begin to solve the refugee problem and remove perhaps
the most dangerous source of communism of the whole lot.

22nd March. 1 9k9
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TOP SECRET FOREIGN OFFICE. S*W.l

E 61115/1026/65 2oth May,
No« 3-5U POLICY TOWARDS ISRAEL

Mr. Bevin to Sir J. Troutbeok, Cairo

Sir,

w c * 01 .?;e®eived and read with interest your despatch
No. 2 of 2i±th January concerning the State Department's
views- on Anglo-American relations with Israel, and I have
now been able to consider also the comments on this despatch
which I have received from other missions.

2. His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington has
pointed out in a despatch which has not been circulated to
other poets that in the conversations between himself
and Mr. Lovett on 12th January the United States Government
were primarily concerned with the particular problem of
Palestine, and he agrees that they were not on that
occasion looking beyond this problem to the very real
dangers and difficulties in the more distant future to
which you drew attention. Such indications as Sir
Oliver Franks has of United States policy lead him to
believe that the United States Government would oppose
by all available diplomatic means any attempt on the
part of the Israelis to expand outside their frontiers,
once the parties had reached agreement.on those frontiers and
the settlement had been endorsed by the United Nations* There
wore signs that the United States Government might in tho future bs
IOBD rosponsive to domestic Zionist pressure and thoy still ?
hold similar views to our own about tho general strategic - I
pioture in tho Eastern Mediterranean and tho Middle Eaat and ^ i
about tho noed for stability in all tho countries In that area. ' >J

3. Sir Oliver Franks is inclined to agree with the 'J
views expressed to you by Mr. Griffiths that the collection \
of funds in the United States for Israel may begin to fall
off once 'the drama is taken out of the Palestine question"
and that the pro-Jewish trend which at present prevails ta-
in the United States cannot be considered permanent. • I
He also agrees that the Administration have not given I
careful thought to the dangers and difficulties which the t
injection of Israel into the Middle East will cause, and (•
he welcomes your suggestion that the whole situation f
should be discussed with the United States Government.
H? *£rows °ut the suggestion that some American experts
might be attached to the British Middle East Office in
order to facilitate the co-ordination of a programme
of assistance and advice in the field, and to induce in
the United States Government a greater awareness of the
practical problems which have to be faced with all
their ramifications; The concluding paragraph of
Sir Oliver Frank's despatch, referring to the
desirability of concerting Anglo-United States policy in
the Middle East runs as follows:-

IfrrThe time may well be approaching when such a
common policy is possible of achievement. But we
shall need to choose our time with care, I doubt

/ whether
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whether any proposal on our part for such talks would
commend itself to the State Department or if agreed
by them, be likely to produce results so long as the
prospects of a Palestine settlement remained as doubtful
as they are at present. As you know, the United
States Government are now taking the line that the
parties and the United Nations Conciliation Commission
must be left as free as possible to try to work out
whatever settlement can be found. So long as that
remains their position they would be apt to regard
.with reserve any proposals for comprehensive talks
and would be reluctant to commit themselves at all
clearly if the talks were held. But so soon as a
settlement appears to be in sight, I should recommend
that we lose no time in proposing a frank exchange of
views over the whole field".

14-. I shall be glad of your comments on the proposal
for the attachment of American experts to the British
Middle last Office. As regards the possibility of an
exchange of views with the United States Government, we
have already begun to discuss certain aspects of the
future of our Middle East policy with the Americans in
the course of conversations with Mr. McGhee of the State
Department and with Mr. McCloy of the International Bank
(a member of the staff of the United States Embassy
being present at the latter discussion )on future policy
with regard to Arab refugees and on general questions of
economic development. I hope that these discussions will
be actively continued. As regards the more general
exchange of views mentioned by Sir Oliver Franks, I agree .» «
with him that the time has probably not yet come for this, s- ff
but we should constantly bear in mind the desirability of
having such an exchange at the earliest convenient time.

5. Final conclusions on the policy to be adopted with
regard to Arab-Israeli relations in the framework of the
general Anglo-American policy for the Middle East will
only appear as a result of an exchange of views with the
United States Government of the kind proposed above.
Meanwhile it may be useful to set out here the following
provisional conclusions and considerations which have
suggested themselves to us as the most important of
those on which such final conclusions will be based.

6. Our general objective must be to have cordial and
intimate relations with all the States of the Middle East
including the Arab States and Israel, to see them formally
joined to the Western group of States opposed to Soviet
aggression and infiltration and co-operating among
themselves So as to promote stability and prosperity of
the Middle East area as a whole. Some of the obstacles
to tho achievement of this objective are the present
Israeli policy of neutrality as between East and West,
the excessively bad relations existing and likely to i
exist for some time between Israel and the Arab States, , , |
the possibility of Israeli territorial or economic f
expansion, the dis-unity of the Arab States and their i
extremely low social and economic standards. It must I;

/ be /
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be our aim to remove as many as possible of these obstacles.
Israel's position as "between East and West will depend
largely on the play of internal political forces which we
shall not, at any rate to begin with, be able to influence
except in the most indirect manner. We may, however, have
good opportunities to use our influence in favour of
co-operation between Israel and the Arab States beginning
with economic matters in which each will stand to gain
from a common approach to the 'many problems which will
confront them. One of the difficulties to be faced is
that if and when a stable territorial settlement is
reached in Palestine Israel's expansionist activities will
no doubt be diverted to the economic field,, and we can
expect to see an energetic drive to take a hand in economic
development and trade outside the boundaries of Israel.
It seems not at all impossible that this conception of f
Israel as the instrument of progress and development i
throughout the Middle Bast may appeal to many quarters in "
America who cannot adapt themselves to the slower tempo
of Arab thought, We shall have to : ateer a difficult
course in order to avoid on the ono hand appearing to
obstruct genuine Israeli efforts to improve their trade
and commerce to the "benefit also of other neighbouring
States, and on the other hand to chocl: the tendency which
will almost certainly he present on the part of certain .
Israelis to secure tho.vough-going economic and later
political penetration of the whole of the Middle East,
We must certainly not be too negative or all developments
of this kind will necessarily assume an anti-British
flavour. Moreover, there, is no reason why considerable
advantage to the whole Middle East, should not result from
the establishment of higher standards of social and
economic organisation in Israel whioh may serve as a spur
to greater efforts in this direction in other States.

7. The expansion of Israeli political influence
would be particularly dangerous if Israel's general
orientation in world politics remaind as it is now, since
this might well result in the spreading into other parts
of the Middle East of the idea of neutrality between the
eastern and western blocs which many of the Arab States
seem already to have abandonedo

8. The question of any grouping of Mediterranean
or Middle Eastern States either among themselves alone
or* joined to certain of the Western Powers is one that
is arousing considerable speculation but on which no
firm expression of our views can yet be given. If such an
idea were to come near fruition the ideal would be that
any such grouping should include both Israel and the Arab
States. The prospect of this oeonis far removed at present
and it must be one of our o'b^eotivu-e not only to bring
Israel to a recognition of the advantages of the western
or lent, at ion but at the same time probably to pavo the
way for the acceptance by the other Middle East States
of Israeli participation. It will "bo interesting in this f
connexion to discover the United States Government's
reaction if, as seems just possible, the Arab States are
willing to enter into a "Western Group" whereas Israel

/ IB
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is not willing to do so for fear of abandoning her position
of neutrality. It must also always Toe "borne in mind that
if for any reason we are faced with the position of having
to choosfe "between Israel and the Arabs our overriding
interest, must be to do our utmost to preserve our position
in the Arab countries.

9. I fear that it may be felt that the above
considerations do not give all the practical guidance
which will be required by His Majesty's representatives
in dealing with the many aspects of this problem with
which they will be faced in coming months. The answer
can only be that, subject to the general principles
suggested above, each case will probably have to be
judged on its merits and we shall be unable, at least
until the future trend is clearer than at present, to lay
down any hard and fast line by which all questions at issue
can automatically be settled*

10. I am sending copies of this despatch to His
Majesty's representatives at Washington, Cairo, Bagdad,
Beirut, Damascus, Jedda, Amman, and to the United Kingdom
Delegation at New York.

I have, &c.

ERNEST BEVIN
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No, 5"i

(E 6145/1026/65)

SECRET

FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W.1.

v January, 1950.

Sir,

On your departure for Tel Aviv you nay wish to have

certain general Instructions with regard to the work of

your Mission.

2. My general attitude to the position of Israel in the

Middle East so far as it can at present be formulated, IB

set out in my despatch No. 154 of the 20th May to the

British Middle East Office, of which a copy is enclosed,

and you should be guided by this.

3- The general ten our of your relations with the Israeli

Government should be objective and businesslike with a

view to handling practical problems In a practical manner.

You should avoid all argument and recrimination about the

recent past while of course taking advantage of such favourable

feelings towards the United Kingdom as may exist in Israel

as a result of the establishment by His Majesty's

Government of a national home for the Jews in Palestine.

You will no doubt find it most difficult to convince many

Israelis of the goodwill felt towards Israel fay «His

Majesty's Government but it will be one of the most

important parts of your task to persuade them that His

Majesty's Government sincerely wish for normal and friendly

relations with them and that this is not incompatible with

the maintenance of the cordial relations existing between

His Majesty's Government and the Arab countries. The

success of your mission in reaching its objective would be

of very great value from the political, strategic and

economic points of view.

A...
Sir Knox Helm, K.C.M.G. , C.B.E.,

etc., etc., etc.,
Tel Aviv.

Mrr\I
A/r tc A / € / /
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4. Israel is an important potential market for British

exports and the country can play a useful and productive

part In the economy of the Middle East as a whole provided

that this development is not pressed to the extent of

Israeli economic Imperialism to the prejudice of

neighbouring states. You should do all you can to promote

British trade and to settle outstanding economic and

financial guestions between the two governments and between

British firms and the Israeli authorities. The most

important question under this heading is of course that

of the Haifa refinery. It is a major British interest

that this refinery with the pipelines from Iraq, should

begin to operate fully again as soon as possible. You

will no doubt be receiving detailed instructions with

regard to any action to be taken with regard to this

question,

5. AS regards the elements of the final settlement in

Palestine which remain to be decided - of which the most

important are the frontiers of Israel, Jerusalem, and the

Arab refugees - your general line must be, at any rate for

the time being, that the Conciliation Commission is

dealing with these matters in discussions with both parties

concerned and while His Majesty's Government are ready

to give the Commission any assistance in their power it is

not for them to volunteer their own interpretations of

United Nations recommendations to either party. For

your own information, the views of His Majesty's Government

on these three questions are briefly as follows.

/With...

1
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We regard the present armistice demarcation lines as

allotting more territory to Israel than is justified. We

have never been convinced that the territorial settlement

proposed by Count Bernadotte was wrong but that is now

probably well outside practical politics* The best

line to take at present seems to be that announced so

often by the United States Government, namely that if

Israel obtains anything more than the territory allotted

to her by the November 19U7 resolution; of the United

Nations Assembly she ought to make territorial concessions

in compensation elsewhere. We have however never been

able to determine how the United States Government intend

that this doctrine should be applied in practice. The

most important considerations with regard to the frontiers

are that there should if possible be a line of communication

between Egypt and TransJordan, that any increase of Arab

territory automatically helps to ease the problem of

refugees and that if it is Impossible to have a complete

international zone at Haifa there should at least be proper

arrangements for a free commercial port there.

6. As regards Jerusalem the attitude of His Majesty's

Government is set out in my telegram No. 177U to the

United Kingdom Delegation, New Yoife, of which I attach a

copy. If we were called upon to advise on the possible

methods by which the principle of international!sation could

be applied in practice there are various suggestions which

could be made. At present, however, it must be left to

the Conciliation Commission to discuss the various

possibilities without outside intervention.

\
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?• The question of refugees is in many ways the most

acute of those resulting from the recent developments

in Palestine and the one by which the Israeli attitude

will mainly be Judged in the outside world. Here again

our own attitude is clear, namely that the United Nations

decisions should be fully carried out and we must leave

it to the Conciliation Commission in the first instance

to settle how many of the refugees can be repatriated and

how compensation can be paid for the remainder. For

your own information we do not expect that more than a

comparatively small number will ever be readmitted to

Israel, but we must be careful not to give the impression

that this is a foregons conclusion or that Israel is

justified in adopting the restrictive attitude which she

has so far shown. When it has become clear that the

maximum possible repatriation has been provided for we

shall have to concentrate on securing the largest possible

allocation of funds from Israel to help finance the

resettlement of refugees elsewhere.

I am, with great truth and respect,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

(For Mr. McNeil)
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SUGGESTED BASIS FOR THE SETTLEMENT OP VARIOUS OUSTANDING '
QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH PALESTINE WHICH MIGHT BE PUT BY THE

SECRETARY OF STATE TO MR. ACHESON IN PARIS

There are at present three questions connected with
Palestine which require to be dealt with urgently in order to
preserve good relations so far as possible with the Arab States
on the one hand and Israel on the other. The first, and
probably the most embarrasang of all, is the problem of how
to supply Arab countries with which we are in Treaty relation-
ships with the arras essential to them for training and internal
security without running into difficulties with the United
Nations and the United States Government. The second is the
problem of how to give Trans-Jordan all the support we can in
her negotiations with Israel for a peace settlement and in
particular how to extend the support we are obliged to give her
under the Treaty to the Transjordan occupied area of Eastern
Palestine. The third problem is when to grant de jure
recognition to Israel.

Arms Embargo

Since the Arras Embargo was imposed by a resolution of the
United Nations it can presumably only be lifted by another
United Nations resolution. We consider, however, that if we
can secure the approval of the United States Government there
would "be no obstacle to supplying arms and ammunition to the
Arab States for internal security and training purposes. We
have suggested this course to Mr. Acheson who has not yet given
us his final1 views. When it was first put to him he said he
foresaw criticism from the United States Congress on the grounds
that the United Kingdom would be enabled directly or indirectly
to supply war-materiel to the Arabs as a result of assistance
from the United States under the Atlantic Pact. Such an
accusation would be totally untrue and we could supply arguments
to refute it if necessary. There the matter stands at present.

Undertaking by H.M.G. to support Transjordan in case of any
attack on the Trans.lordan-held areas of Eastern Palestine.

It is important politically to afford Transjordan such
support as we can for the purpose of her negotiations for a
peace settlement with Israel. There are two principsl difficul-
ties in the way of our covering the Transjordan position in
Eastern Palestine. The first is that if H.M.G. recognised a
formal TransJordan annexation of Eastern Palestine and the
extension of their liabilities under Treaty to that area, it
might be claimed by Israel that this was contrary to the Jerms
of the Israeli-TransJordan Armistice which laid down that*
neither side should gain any political advantage during the
Armistice and that H.M.G. were abetting an illegality. The
second difficulty is that the Chiefs-of-Staff *«•»»* consider
that'. larily in a pi

ofo
alee, ttiia by

The Chief s-of -Staff suggest that the most practical help which
we can give Transjordan at present is to supply the Arab Legion
with ammunition. We have not so far been able to do anything
about this but it should be possible to help under the procedure
outlined in the previous section.

De Jure Recognition of Israel.

Although Mr. Helm has now gone to Tel Aviv with the rank
of a fully accredited Minister, H.M.G. do not consider that this

'.I

i

is/
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is in any way tantamount to de_jure recognition and a suitable
moment will have to be found for granting such recognition.

It is suggested that the early de jure recognition of
Israel might be set against our action in providing essential
ammunition for training and internal security and in supporting
the position of Transjordan in Eastern Palestine. A formula
might be found on the last issue on the following lines.
The Transjordan Government have for some time been administering
the areas of Eastern Palestine which. Ifchey occupy under the
necessary ordinances,though no formal act'of annexation has
taken place. Any such act should be avoided but H.M.G. would
state that they recognised de facto the military position
of TransJordan in Eastern Palestine without prejudice to a final
peace? settlement or to the arrangements to be made for the
internationalisation of the entire Jerusalem area in
accordance with the wishes of the United Nations. H.M.G. would
therefore lend TransJordan their support in the event of any
encroachment on their present position in Arab Palestine.

16th May, 19U9.
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FHE NEW YORK TIMES. THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 19.

Talk of Rivalry Between Britain and V. S.
— * • » m i,111V V* »»»~ —.. j

Rises in Middle East as Aides Tour Area

By SAM POPE BREWER
Special to THE New YORK TIMAS.

BEIRUT, Lebanon, June 8—The nials by United States and British
simultaneous Middle East tours of sources that either Mr. Kopper'si
Samuel Kopper of the State De- visit or Sir William's is anything!
partment and Sir William Strang, more than an educational tour1

Permanent Under-Secretary of the tends to confirm the impression
British Foreign Office, has accen- that something is being carefully
tuated interest in a supposed rise studied, and that possibly some
in British-United States rivalry in short cut to a settlement of the
the Middle East generally. When entire Palestine problem is being
both observers arrived here today, sought through joint Anglo-United
it was taken by local political ob- states efforts. This is far more
servers as proof of the careful likely than a major diplomatic
watch that the Western powers struggle for political ascendency.
were keeping on each other. Britain's premier place in Mid-

The basis of the rivalry is sup- al E f ftn lona- ipalomlv o-imrd-
posed to be twofold, and to some aj? *£™ v" ' „* ,}?„ ̂ iy ff""pfl-
«~toni- if- rprtninlir oviota TVi» ed> "M °een "P"* w"-hcertainly exists The gtateg interestg sinoe the war> and

"««" the United States share is con-
„ "concerned" stantly t^mtng. This is seen by
' rival, nth»r Middle East observers as an ob
' «nnrre HIA vious cause for friction betweensource, ine thfi tw() countrleg> It ig bemg ex.

.. .̂. 4.)«»,,Ho(. ,1-

^^.^ „ view ii
United States an{l 1
ate where Russia
they are imperial!: '
wise. Whatever
story serves as
propaganda.

1 TVio main

•f
I

m-
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NEW YORK TIMES, 10th June, 1949.

ANGLO-U. MOVES
IK MIDEAST SEEN

Some Quarters HoldThatTalks
of Officials With Lebanese

Heads Mean Coordination

By SAM POPE BREWER
Special io THE Ns*v VOEK Tints. : .

BEIRUT, Lebanon, June 9 -—
Visiting' representatives of the
State Department and the British
Foreign Office both talked today
with Lebanese leaders, and though
the .subjects discussed were not
revealed there is a growing im-
pression of some concerted Ariglo-
UniWd .States moves to qoordinate
the respective, policies in1 the fid-
dle East of'the United States and
Britain. ' ' ;

Samuel Kopper of the State De-
partment' and Sir William Strang
of the Foreign Office saw Premier
Riad es-Solh, and Sir William
again called on Foreign Minister
Hamid Frangie, whom he saw yes-
terday with President Besh.ara el-
Khoury.
, Mr. Kopper, who handles United
Nations matters in the Near East
and Africa for the State Depart-
ment, declined to dispuss the sub-
ject matter of his talk with the
Premier and said that his entire
Middle East tour was a. routine
matter. All British sources "said
that Sir William was merely on an
informative tour.

Though United States Legation
so-rces deny knowledge of any
specific movement for a common
policy by the United States and
Britain in the Middle East, as has
been reported from Cairo, signs
point toward an effort to eliminate
divergences.

Even if no concrete plan for
reshaping policy exists, there has
been evidence recently of a special
interest by both British and Amer-
cans in getting a first-had up-to-

date picture through personal
isits by responsible officials. The

British are about to have a con-
'erence in London of Middle East|
ixperts, and it is a reasonable

[assumption that the two Govern-
jments are making all possible ef-
forts to eliminate the conflicts on
policy that have occurred during

the last few years, particularly on
the Palestine question.
, Bpth Communists and extreme
nationalist xenophobes here have
made capital in the past of sup-
posed hostility between Britain
and the United States growing out
of divergent views on Palestine.!
The British always have been more!

friendly to the Arab States and the
United States to Israel. All pb-,
servers here have seen the dis- [
agreement on Palestine as a point
that could benefit in the' long run
only the .enemies of the Western
powers.

Though some circles here still j
look on the simultaneous visits of
United States and British officials
as evidence of rivalry and mistrust,,
sound sources indicate that these i
visits probably will be followed i
soon by careful Efforts to find
agreement between Lqndon and
Washington on the line to be fol-
lowed on any major question in
this part of the world. Any actual
conference^ may be kept quiet, but
there is little doubt tha| they will
pe held in soijne form. "?T '

The Middje Ea.st is a,|vital bar-
rier to Russia's tendency to ex-
pand, and is an area where none
of the Western powers can afford
to see disorder continue, let alone
increase, as is likely if it continues.

Sir William, who is remaining
here until Saturday, is expected
to have further talks with leaders

of the Government. Mr. Kopper
is leaving tomorrow for Damascus,
Amman and Jerusalem.

128
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No. 19.
(31/5/450) .

TOP•5ECRBT

GUARD.

BRITISH MIDDLE EAST OFFICE,,
10 SHARIA TOLUMPAT,

CAIROV

Iv, i ( , : : :

9th June,11949.349. L*-£
6pr 'V&

/-tvO l

Slr-1. In para. 4 of your despatch l\fo. 154 of the 2Dth May
you invited my comments on 'a 'proposal made by His Majesty's
Ambassador in Washington that "American experts might be attached
to the B.M.B.O..

2. jln the light of subsequent correspondence on the
subject of Americah aid to the rehabilitation of the Middle
East with particular reference to Arab refugees, it seems
possible that this proposal, may for the time being have become
academic, seeing that the United States Government apparently
intend that such aid as they may offer, whether in the form
of money, material or technical assistance,' shall be given under
the auspices of the Conciliation Commission. '£his would of
.course not necessarily exclude the attachment of American experts
/to the B.M.3.O., but it seems on the whole improbably that the
United States Government would be prepared to provide two
categories of experts simultaneously in .the single Middle Sast

Afield. There is also the consideration raised in despatch •
,-ij'o.. 265 of the 12th May from H.M. Minister in Paris reporting
that the United States Government may appoint Mr1. Caffery as -
special Ambassador for the Middle Bast. This .intention has been
mentioned by the members of the International Bank Commission
who have just 'passed . thrq ugh to Iraq. If, as appears not
unlikely,, the United t̂ ate s Government go forward with this
proposal, they would' presumably attach to Mr. Caffery anjr/experts
whom they might consider appointing outside the f.ramework of
the organisations which would be set up by the Conciliation
Goi.uiils s i on. . ' ' • ' • . '

3. The foregoing considerations apply of course only to
the probable intentions of the United • •Hates Government, a matter
which is outside my competence. From the local point of view
I can quite see that the attachment of American experts to this
office might facilitate the co-ordination of a programme of :
assistance and advice in the field, and.' induce in the United
States Government a greater awareness of the practical problems
which have to be faced. It might also make American officials
in the Middle East, a little readier to impart information than
they .usually are at- present. At the same time, I see very
considerable difficulties. As, you are aware/ the Egyptian Govt.
are in any case suspicious of this office, whose existence indeed
they refuse to recognise. . There have been some signs of their'
softening in this respect in recent months, but their suspicions
would' be immediately revived if this office were to start
harbouring Americans. The combination of dollar and colonial
imperialism under a single r9of and in the Egyptian capital would,
I think, be more than the most friendly .Egyptian could swallow
I fear too that this suspicion might percolate to other Arab
countries. It is true that in Persia British and American experts
are working together under the O.C.I, without any apparent
objection on the part of the Persian Government. But I should be
somewhat • nervous as to the effect on the good name of this ;

office in, say, Iraq and Syria if American experts were to visit .
those countries under its auspices. . ;

The Hight Honourable
Ernest Bevin, M.P. ,
Foreign Office,
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BRITISH MIDDLE EAST OFFICE,

10 SHARIA TOLUMBAT,

CAIRO.

4. I have considered the matter again from the security
point of view. As to this we work of course to-day in very close
collaboration with the United States Government in every sphere
of activity and the Middle East Defence Committee is itself
authorised under its new terms of reference to invite United
States observers to attend its meetings. In principle therefore
there could be no security objection to American, experts being
present in this office, and administrative arrangements c'ould
no doubt be made to prevent their having-access to papers which
we. should not wish them to see. Nevertheless the situation
might be a little awkward.' One of .the most- important roles of
this office is to give political guidance to 'the Commanders-in-
Chief in the Middle East and there is a continual flow of papers
and persons between this offic.e and the Canal Zone. This would
be quite impossible to hide from any American expert who was
working in this office. There is no reason why the United States
Political and Service authorities should not fully aware of this
connexion. On the other-hand it'might cause surprise and
suspicion to an American agronomist, who might in turn be
singularly indiscreet in disclosing our nefarious activities
to friends in the American press. As you will also be aware,
.there are too a number of secret organisations -iwho, though not
connected"^! th the B.M.E.O., have their offices on the premises.
An American expert employed in this office might well be
interested to discover what particular work is being done by the
various officers in the compound,, and if he were of a probing
disposition it might not take him a very great deal of. time to
find out. ...

5. Another point which would need careful consideration
is that of the precise status that the'American experts would
hold. In the first place to whom-would' they be responsible?
Would the B.M.E.O. become an Anglo-American Middle East Office
with joint heads taking their instructions from their respective
governments? Or would the experts be responsible to myself?
Or would they, like the Treasury representative in the Middle
East, be within my jurisdiction on purely administrative matters
but take their policy instructions from'their home government?
Unless their status was ;,clearly laid down from'the "start, .one
can conceive that considerable difficulties might arise.
Secondly there would >be the question of their status vis a vis
the Egyptian Government. In.the diplomatic list my name and those
of my staff appear as members of the British Embassy. Would the
United States Government and the Egyptian Government be prepared
to agree that the American experts should be regarded for official
purposes as members of the United States Embassy? . This too would
have to be cleared up in advance.

6. To sum up, I feel some .d oubt whether the United., States
Government would themselves in present circumstances wish to
attach experts to this office. Should^ however, they wish to do
so, I foresee considerable objection from the Egyptian Government
and perhaps some suspicion on the part of the o'ther Arab
Governments. I should not bo entirely happy from the security
aspect, and I should strongly recommend that before any such •
arrangement was made, the status of the American experts should
be clearly defined. . ,.
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BRITISH MIDDLE EAST OFFICE,

10 SHARIA TOLUMBAT,

CAIRO. ~ J 3 7

7« There is one other point arising out of Sir Oliver
Pranks' despatch to which I would draw attention. He
recommends that so soon as a settlement of the Palestine
question appears to be in sight, we should lose no time in
proposing a frank exchange of views with the United States
Government over the whole field. It occurs to me that this
question of an'exchange of views with the United States
Government -over the whole field of policy in the Middle
East might profitably be considered at the Middle East
Conference in July.

8. I am sending a copy of this despatch to His
Majesty.13 Representatives in Washington, Cairo, Bagdad,
Beirut, Damascus, 'Jedda, Amman and to the United. Kingdom
Delegation at New York. <

I have the honour to be
With the highest respect/

Sir,
Your most obedient, humble Servant,


